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Prevention of Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing

Preface

In

response to the growing concern about money laundering and terrorist activities, the
inlernational community has acted on many fronts. The United Nations (UN) was the first
:niernational organization to undeftake significant actions to fight against money laundering through
aCopting several conventions and resolutions. Following UN action, the Financial Action Task Force
on Money Laundering (FATF) was formed by G-7 countries in 1989 as the first intergovernmental
body which has recommended forty recommendations to combat money laundering in iggO.

In October 2001, the FATF expanded its mandate to deal with the funding of terrorist acts and
terrorist organization, and it took the important step of creating the Eight (later expanded to Nine)
Special Recommendations on Terrorist Financing. These 40+9 Recommendations have been
endorsed by over 180 countries and are universally recognized as international standard for
Af"1L/CFT program. To oversee the implementation of these recommendations in Asia pacific Region,
::e Asia/Pacific Group on Money Laundering (APG), FATF-style regional body, was founded in !997,
:' ,'rhich Bangladesh is a founding member. FATF has further extended its mandate to include
>-:;iieration Financing and accumulated ail 40+9 recommendations into 40 Recommendations
in

/
{

-:ruary

2012,

--

ilne l'riih the international initiatives and standards, Bangladesh has also enacted Money
=-r':enng Pnevention Act (MLPA), 2072 (repealing the MLPA, 2009) and Anti Terrorism Act (ATA),
i"'?9 (as amended in 2012), The new acts address all the deficiencies identified in the 2nd Mutual
I.:l-.allon of Bangladesh conducted by APG in 2008 to determine the extent of its compliance, with
:e giobal standards, Both the Acts have empowered Bangladesh Bank (BB) to perform the anchor
-:le in combating ML&TF through issuing guidance and directives for reporting agencies including
=-,?rcrEl Institutions (FIs), as defined in section 2(g) of M1PA,2012.

l:ese

Guidance Notes are designed to assist "GSP FINANCE COMPANY (BANGI-ADESH) LIMITED" in
::::r-:!E-rn"3 money laundering and terrorist financing. Bangladesh Bank, as part of its supervisory

;:ccss, vriil use these Guidance Notes as minimum criteria against which it will assess the
3ieqLrary of policies, internal controls and procedures of the FIs. These Guidance Notes are deemed
:c De the national best practice for FIs to comply with the Bangladesh's AML/CFT regulation but not
:cnstitute a legal interpretation of the said acts.
'GSP FINANCE COMPANY (BANGLADESH) LIMITED' formulated their own guidance notes,
c:nsidering their nature and size of business, approved by their Board of Directors based on the
Guidance Notes circulated by Bangladesh Bank.

ln overr'lding aim of the Guidance Notes is to ensure that information regarding

appropriate
',::nUfication is obtained in relation to the customers of "GSP FINANCE COMPANY (BANGLADESH)
! il'1iT=D" and their transactions, Furthermore, this is to assist the detection of suspicious
:rarrsactions and/or activities and also to create an effective "audit trail" in the event of any
subsequent investigation, "GSP FINANCE COMPANY (BANGI-ADESH) LIMITED" is now focusing and
giving more emphasis on identification and repofting of suspicious transactions and/or activities.

The prevention of money laundering and terrorist financing requires collective effort from all
:elevant government and private organizations. An effective AML/CFT regime can only be
:rnclenrented if all the major participants of the financial system comply with the country's AML/CFT
la,,','s. rules and regulations. "GSP FINANCE COMPANY (BANGI-ADESH) LIMITED" as a significant
ccna-ihutor to bur financial system should comply with these Guidance Notes as well as all AML/CFT
,a,-,sn circulars etc, to keep both themselves and the country safe from money laundering and
;"c-rror'st fi na nci ng ris ks.
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CHAPTER 1: BACKGROUND

T.1

INTRODUCTION
Money Laundering is being employed by launderers worldwide to conceal the proceeds
earned from criminal activities. It happens in almost every country in the world, and a single
scheme typically involves transferring money through several countries in order to obscr]re
its origins. And the rise of global financial markets makes money laundering easier than
ever, making it possible to anonymously deposit "dirh/" money in one country and then have
it transferred to any other country for use.
Money laundering has a major impact on a country's economy as a whole, impeding the
social, economic, political, and cultural development of societies worldwide. Both money
laundering and terrorist financing can weaken individual financial institution, and they are
also a threat to a countql's overall financial sector reputation. Combating money laundering
and terrorist financing is, therefore, a key element in promoting a strong, sound and stable
financial sector.
The process of money laundering and terrorist financing (MLffF) is very dynamic and ever
evolving. The money launderers and terrorist financers are inventing more and more
cornplicated and sophisticated procedures and using new technology foi money laundering
and terrorist financing. To address these emerging challenges, the global community hai
taken various initiatives against MLffF. In accordance with international initiaiives,
tsangladesh has also acted on many fronts.

1U

DEFINING MONEY LAUN DERING
l'l'l'ceY laundering can be defined in a number of ways. But the fundamental concept of

ncn€Y laundering is the process by which proceeds from a criminal activity are disguised to
their illicit origins. Most countries subscribe to the following definition which was
aJ:pted by the United Nations Convention against Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and
Ps'ichotropic Substances (1988) (the Vienna Convention) and the United Nations Convention
f ,3e;ns:t Transnational
organized crime (2000) (the palermo convention):

co.r.ceal
3

.

'

T,'1€ conversion

or transfer of property, knowing that such propefi is derived from any
:fi,ense, e.g, drug trafficking, or offenses or from an act of participation in such offense
or offenses, for the purpose of concealing or disguising the illicit origin of the property or
of assisting any person who is involved in the commission of such an offense or offenses
to elrade the legal consequences of his actions;
-ft€ concealing or disguising the true nature, source, location, disposition, movement,
nEhts with respect to, or ownership of property, knowing that such property is derived
rl'omT an offense or offenses or from an act of participation in such an offense or

:;e1ffs,

* te

and;

acquisitiofi, possession or use of propertl , knowing at the time of receipt that such
3 -3']€[/ \yas derived from an offense or offenses or from an act of participation in such
:=eis€ or offenses.

Tre

F-qnancial Action Task Force (FATF)l, which is recognized as the international standard
setlen for anti-money laundering (AML) efforts, defines the term "Money Laundering"
strcc'nctly as "the processing of...criminal proceeds to disguise their illegal origin" in order to
"[egitirnize" the i|l-gotten gains of crime.
f'tror-ey Laundering is defined in Section 2 (v) of the Money Laundering Prevention Act 2Ol2

as

f-oilfiows:

*!hd'Ey laundering"
means ingly moving, convefting, or transferring proceeds of crime or property involved in
iii
a: ffience for $le following purposes:tr. concealing or disguising the illicit nature, source, location, ownership or control of
drc proceeds of crime; or
'iil,S,,#,fi.',:,,n',3

;i.:*

Ccl im Ffi

ny ( [3;r rTH I m#,mr*tt )

Limlltmg$
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2. assisting any person involved in the commission of the predicate offence to evade
ffie legal consequences of such offence;
I smru-gsling money or property earned through legal or illegal means to a foreign country;
it; x.r,cr',vingly transferring or rennitting the proceeds of crime to a foreign country or
,=-n:sng oi bringing them into Bangladesh from a foreign country with the intention of
'i€,rg or disguising its illegal source; or
.'.;) cincluding or attempting to conclude financial transactions in such a manner so as to
:+nariir€ rdquirement under this Act may be avoided;
, ,; i convlrilng or moving or transferring property with the intention to instigate or assist for
a predicate offence;
=rnrnitting
possessing or using any property, knowing that such property is the proceeds
u"qr,rlng,
",,,1
:i a predicate offence;
t'*:r) erforming such activities so as to the illegal source of the proceeds of crime may be
r,rcea[ed or disguised;
i i,,,r,l pamlcjpating in, associating with, conspiring, attempting, abetting, instigate or counsel
it rrffiffiiit any offences mentioned above.

WHY MONEY LAUNDERING IS DONE
criminal
=rr--r* .rl€q-€y represents the lifeblood of the organization/person that engages in
pays
for
an
extravagant
and
expenses
operating
gain
it
covers
because
for financial
=-{3,6;
iifuffir1lg, To spend rioney in these ways, criminals must make the money they derived
illlr=ir, a;6€ar legitimate,
Se=n:c,, i u-alt oi money from an offense to criminals can become incriminating evidence.
,,::irr,ras nnu$ obscure or hide the source of their wealth or alternatively disguise ownership
ic ensure that illicit proceeds are not used to prosecute them.
:,r
=rrCiil
--ri:: re
from crime often become the target of investigation and seizure. To
=roceeds
,,,1-q.3ten
gains from suspicion and protect them from seizure, criminals must conceal
f,e,r:
?r?r :.j."s-ifl€e or, alternatively, make them look legitimate.

t*S

SU.TIY

WE T'IUST COMBAT MONEY LAUNDERING

ia-rrc€ring has potentially devastating economic, security, and social consequences.
It provides the fuel for drug
public
officials, and others to
corrupt
Jssg1E smuggters, terrorists, illegal arms dealers,
of government due to
cost
:rE5a3 arxC expand their criminal enterprises, This drives up the
for
:e :eed for increased law enforcement and health care expenditures (for example, has
:*FFilnent o druq addicts) to combat the serious consequences that result. Crime
5,35rre p,mcreasingly internitional in scope, and the financial aspects of crime-have become
,-r-r.= ,lcf,rlp.Ex dr.ue to rapid advances in technology and the globalization of the financial
5Ef,rrfrlS rnlill.sr-i
!*rcre1 rtai."riEttrrnE ciminishes government tax revenue and therefore indirectly harms honest
nrakes government tax collection more difficult. This loss of revenue
t3.*Eair,g:s,^ l:
=so
r Ux iates than would normally be the case if the untaxed proceeds of
11,
iii
. We also pay more taxes for public works expenditures inflated by
,&:c: these of us who pay taxes pay more because of those who evade taxes. So
=rr:-ffi'rtr,,'"
iure al f,rpere:rce higher costs of living than we would if financial crime-including money
ts-nceir€ i'rere prevented.
u,,.;i-,tsr ,laur,uCering distorts asset and commodity prices and leads to misallocation of
*:s:1-1rEs* For financial institutions it can lead to in'unstable liability base and to unsound
eby creating risks of monetary instability and even systemic crisis. The
d investor ionfidence, that such crisis can bring, has the potential of
:r=ariiilr'lg fi nanciai systems, particu la rly in smaller economies.
in the private
ine :r ::e mosr serious micioeconomic effects of money laundering is felt
proceeds
of illicit
the
co-mingle
.:
i le rens often use front companies, which
have
companies
front
*
eg te funds, to hide the ili-gotten gains. These
{drrlr:Elr:

rdarrr*, ,i*:.mde,nng is a vital process to making crime worthwhile,

"

flnm,m ffiy { ffimr,Tffi [md*sh]

hfr

rttitmd
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arEss to substantial illicit funds, allowing them to subsidize front company products and
SB'rrirES at levels well below market rates. This makes it difficult, if not impossible, for
nryrfi"rnate business to compete against front companies with subsidized funding, a situation
rfir iEm result in the crowding out of private sector business by criminal organizations. No
:nri kng,,rs exactly how much "dlrty" money flows through the world's flnanclal system every
r,E3i, :b{rt the amounts involved are undoubtedly huge.

!r-c,iq its other negative socioeconomic effects, money laundering transfers economic
:1t*'ier from the market, government, and citizens to criminals. Furthermore, the sheer

ra:n,,tt,Ce of the economic power that accrues to criminals from money laundering has a
eflect on all elements of society.
.-e
=r:-,rtinE
sccal and political costs of laundered money are also serious as laundered money may
:e ;:=eJ to corrupt national institutions. Bribing of government officials undermines the moral
?rr.,rc Ln society, and, by weakening collective ethical standards, corrupts our democratic
l-s;E-r:cms, When money laundering goes unchecked, it encourages the underlying criminal
ai,i'r:"r' iiorn rvhich such money is generated.
{ -er,ln cannot afford to have its reputation and financial institutions tarnished by
,Er,fi,1s1,1siri rvith money laundering, especially in today's global economy, Money laundering
nr'.em:s acnfrdence in financial institutions and the underlying criminal activity -- fraud,
xunl-.=f,efing, narcotics trafficking, and corruption -- weaken the reputation and standing of
*ra-iEl instjtution. Actions by "GSP FINANCE COMPANY (BANGIADESH) LIMITED"
d"ru
ti lr?r,Eliir rrTl,o4"€y laundering is not only a regulatory requirement, but also an act of selfrim=r3g- A f;;nanciai institution tainted by money laundering accusations from regulators, law
t agencies, may loss their good market reputation and damage the reputation of
fu =uml-r," .i rs very difflcult and requires significant resources to rectify a problem that
;3J€ :E 3rB,€ried rvith proper program.
r=; e-ect on macro level, MLfl-F also affects individual financial institution. If a
I
mrw.E{, ;ar,ft:ei' uses a financial institution for making his/her money legitimate, the
cf E-ai financial institution may hamper. If the money launderer withdraws his/her
.
:-€rey from an FI before maturity, the FI will face liquldity crisls lf the amount is
ilE grr{4ri. r,rc,:eover, if it was found that "GSP FINANCE COMPANY (BANGLADESH)
' s ,i€c for ML|IF activities, and it did not take proper action against that MLffF,
n$ :lr :rB Err,*S of the country, "GSP FINANCE COMPANY (BANGLADESH) LIMITED" will
*GSP FINANCE COMPANY
iraxe r3 "aa leEal risk, Finally, the reputation of
;Eiqi,sA-qDESf'j) UMITED" can also be heavily affected through its involvement with MLffF

ia3*.

135.

1 s ge.era;t.i recognized that effective efforts to combat money laundering cannot be
ffEr :r-r nnric-,-pr.lt the co-operation of other financial institutions, our superuisory
r€ lew enforcement agencies. Accordingly, in order to address the concerns
=1r;
auigl*nrs r lise three parties, these Guidance Notes are developed for.

&..$

:
,

OF f,tOilEY LAUNDERING
s rtr $rEiE mtrIsd of laundering money. Methods can range from the purchase and
5eBE :f E lgr:-r, .err {e.g. a house, car or jewellery) to passing money through a complex

,

:ra

I
,

tre ie-tr1

r'rE[ clf hegfflrnate businesses and 'shell' companies (i.e. those companies that
3n,i;, as narned legat entities without any trading or business activities)'
srls;
;nnrer:ilu
:iff" ir-E a -,ir=:e{- of crimes where the initial proceeds usually take the form of cash that
robbery and street
'ffi :: ,:ri:y re f;rraircial system by some means, Bribery, extortion,
proceeds
of crime have
These
with
cash.
made
always
ffi*re rlJlc^ES€S li drugs are almost
into
a form which
converted
be
it
can
that
so
,E ele: :e -nre,:ca[ slstem by some means
this
achieving
of
methods
The
5.r, il* rfl:e ea*,fp, transformed, concealed or transported.
become
have
methods
.ilnp 1666c :";,i H' hire ir4enuiby of the launderer and these
L, g|;f1l,gCEted.
I
6r,r

r:r:rgthods enrptoyed, money laundering is
es uYhich are as follows:

sr* r 3 nedr
,$im'1n

(

x.T'ffi

*,ffi'#msh

)

htxt"t [tme*

not a single act but a process
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nt - the physical disposal of the initial proceeds derived from illegal activity.
Lalpring - separating illicit proceeds from their source by creating complex layers of

lsc,al

transactions designed to disguise the audit trail and provide anonymity.
Integration - the provision of apparent legitimary to wealth derived criminally. If
ayering process has succeeded, integration schemes place the laundered
back into the economy in such a way that they re-enter the financial system
a:,rearing as normal business funds.

fe

:'r@s

lle

oasc steps may occur as separate and distinct phases. These steps may comprise
=l,'e=
-r-li*e{;'rs
ffansactions by the launderers that could alert a financial institution to criminal
a=,ili.p. Trel' nray also occur simultaneously or, more commonly, may overlap. How the
:iaq,E setrs are used depends on the available laundering mechanisms and the requirements
:fi re yrri-.?l organizations.

TERRORIST FINANCING

ira-,:-g
*,*tffi,

i.

TF

can be simply defined as financial support, in any form, of terrorism or of
ffnrtr.lrage, plan, or engage in terrorism, The International Convention for the
:r: :f :e Financing of Terrorism (1999) under the United Nations defines TF in the

nrtr-E

dtr=,

#*

:trs:-n commits an offense by any means, directly or indirectly, unlawfully and
s, :rc,*'c€s or collects funds with the intention that they should be used or in the

:E:

i^ey are to be used, in full or in part, in order to carry out:
i in 3= ..,lich constitutes an offence within the scope of and as defined in one of
:=!-"-es iisted in the link given below; or
=Er,-.
t"
:re. act intended to cause death or serious bodily injury to a civilian, or to
g-,* tl:€: ierson not taking any active part in the hostilities in a situation of armed
,.ii-en the purpose of such act, by its nature or context, is to intimidate a
=.nlc.
;EtrLtrE:itn, or to compel a government or an international organization to do or to

ffiffir tit*n doing an act.
i. tr =r, act to constitute an offense set fofth in the preceding

paragraph 1, it shall

rffi tE -e€essary that the funds were actually used to carry out an offense referred

fi sa]*l oaraqraph 1, subparagraph (a) or (b)'2.
,nrq to fne article 7 of the Anti Terrorism (Amendment) Act,

[il

2012 of

mrqua;hesh, financing of terrorism means:
nr:q tn,financing terrorist activities.i,ilr "ff snry ]:r=tr or entity knowingly provldes or expresses the intentlon to provlde money,
.mffira s-Foo{t or any other property to another person or entity and where there
5,-:trs to helieve that the same have been used or may be used in full or
,Sff ar-r*, :rrfcse by a terrorist person, entity or group or organization, he or the said
EE
io t'mve committed the offence of financing terrorist activities.
l,HIt
ffistr- ;n e,.r. y l<l'mwingly receives money, seruices, material support or any other
d,:nar a-r:rr.€r- perso{'r or entity and where there are reasonable grounds to believe
:e,re ireru used or may be used in full of partially for any purpose by a
',ffre
iilersrr ernE, or group or organization, he or the said entity shall be deemed to
of financing terrorist activities.
,3i a-.lriil :xr-s;r sr enLity knowingly makes arrangement for money, seruices, material
:rrer croper{ for another person or entity where there are reasonable
5r
6. :rerere ril-iat Hle same have been used or may be used in full or partially for any
3lrr a ;eruriffi trerson or entity or group or organization, he or the said entity shall be
, tsnE aminuitte.d *le offence of financing terrorist activities.
, ilff' ,il,ilir,. ;Er:rn ,ar- entlty knolvingly instigates another person or entity to provide or
t for money, services, material support or any other property in
rqi:Efe tlmre ane reasonable grounds to believe that the same have been
rsr!d!h,&
, rfirr: ]ur$ffi,i: :e ,si# iinr firrli or- partially by a terrorist person or entity or group or

r

j ,
i
i :
ffi
rfrDr

:

fffrs

ffie

r
f,,,ffim
re:
f
al
,.*
;.
E(
i
,ff
,t
arr
i

,,(,

,r ifi, h) h[r"nfrkmd
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"{

mi:rl ror any purpose, he or the said entity shall be deemed to have committed the
r= :ri ir.a.ncing terrorist activities.

[J}I'I( BETWEEN MONEY IAUNDERING AND TERRORIST FINANCING
*te'Brri€ues
used to launder

money are essentially the same as those used to conceal the
aird uses for, terrorist financing. But funds used to suppoft terrorism may
:PE$rffi3 rc,.-n legitimate sources, criminal activities, or both, Nonetheiess, disguising the
trt"r= ;f t=rra,rist financing, regardless of whether the source is of legitimate or illicit origin,
,:s rmu=ri if the source can be concealed, it remains available for future terrorist
a=:,",ies. Similarly, it is important for terrorists to conceal the use of the funds so
Sr,m :''e nre-cr'!g activity goes undetected.

:r,

"85

r[]fi=tr 3]ltr,€" a significant difference between money laundering and terrorist financing is
,n','olved may originate frorn legitimate sources as well as criminal activities.

fitw f.E iJ'r35

&Iiffi @hr-EE so{lrces may include donations or gifts of cash or other assets to

i

-

Es

s-rch as foundations
orEanizations.

;r Er-:,liS

or charities that, in turn, are utilized to support terrorist

5,

-\.

i

ffi

i,#i;

h,\[_$rm$ter$
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CHAPTER 2: DESCRIPTION OF BUSINESS OF
*GSp FTNANCE COMPANY (BANGTADESH)
LTMTTED

te Status and Background:

ffi

=nance Company (Bangladesh) Lirnited is a Non-Banking Financial Institution (NBFI)
ilTl;rftffit€d In Bangladesh on October 29, 1995, as a public limited company under the
'if,;r's'3"11g5 Act, 1994. The Company offers lease flnance of all types of plant, machinery,
tmrlrrent and vehicles both for industrial and commercial use and also allows term loans for
,rm-s-,ai, housing and other purposes. The Company received its Certificate for
,,kr-n-€,rcement of Business on January L4, L996 and its license on March 4, L996 as required

'lr?trr section 4 (1) of the Financial Institution Act, 1993. The Company also obtained Merchant
rr,;r,i license from the Securities and Exchange Commission on August 24, L999. The
'f;mrEa;ii,, Iisted with "Chittagong Stock Exchange (CSE) on 14 March 2012 and "Dhaka Stock
futrErn:e (DSE) on 28 March 2012.
Pafticulars

kf,,=:3 of Incorporation
:ffirir=,'Le

fo

Registration/ License
No./Reference No.
c-zesel (B7e)les

r Com mencement

H'Wfr *,[ Eanking License

March 04, 1996
MB- 1.008/99-23

070-200-70201Co-7

!

ilk

obtainin

June 19, 1997

Office:
h, Mymensingh Road, Ramna, Dhaka-1000, Bangladesh
{8S2-9574306, Fax: +880-2-9674194

of Business:

:
.
.
.
.
.
r
.

lr

L

ny carries out the following types of business:
Lease Financing
'['ernl Finance

Arephnce of Term Deposit
Fadoring
Terrn Lending
fvlarket Operation

ant Banking

pal frcus of the Company is on the business of lease financing of capital goods for
, such as plant and machinery construction equipment, marine road transport,
eqr.ripment, office equipment, power generator, boilers, electrical equipment etc.
zs strongly on diversiffing its portfolio sector wise and identiffing the optimum
for the top end of corporate business houses and private entrepreneurs. The
Flas a keen desire to expand the portfolio between small and medium business

I

't[,*

r-Tr

.)fi m\r { il}-}rtffiilm,w$qflr#ffiil'u

} fi-ilmwfrffmw$
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atms at assessing clients to understand the dynamism and flexibility of lease finance and
glentify the characteristics of the market for exploiting unexplored opportunities.

3

Term Finance: Term Loan to medium and large corporate entities to meet their shot,
nmeaium & long term fund requirements for development of production facilities on easy

:rd

flexible terms.

Acceptance of Term Deoosit Term deposit means depositof fixed nature for 3 months, 6
-.3.thsJ year, 2 years and so forth. In banks it is known as fixed deposit. In GSP Finance
:lmpany ('Banglad'esh) Limited it is known as TDR or Term Deposit Receipt. In fact there is
-,: basic difference between FDR and TDR.

Factorinq: Providing you with instant cash through the purchase of accounts receivable or
:erts outstanding which is a financing technique known as Factoring.
:=Coring moves your cash flow forward creating immediate cash to improve your financial
r:sition and increase your purchasing power. Thereby, it provides you with the economic
:=ength to expand production, increase sales and profits.
Term Lending: Term Lending is a kind of lending or advance for a fixed period of time like
: ,nonthsJ year,Zyears and so forth. Term Lending includes both loan and lease.

I,lerchant Bankino: Under this unit, the Company's principal focus is the Capital Market
pre-IPO Placement, portfolio
=*h .t bt,dg" 1"."t, ,nderwriting, issue management,
=.anagement

and investments in shares, bonds and debentures'

Flonev Market Operations: The Company is also engaged in money market activities

@Deposits)primarilyinconnectionwithitslending/funding
and lends it call money.
:cerat'rons and also borrows from the call money

Other Financiat Market Ooerations: The Company plans to focus on diverse flnancial
medium sized companies with
-rvices like Hire Purchase and Venture Capitalto finance
:ean records and, good & sound management. Short and medium term lending to private
.

;

entures and the public sectors also fall within the Company's business strategy.
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Prevention of Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing

CHAPTER 3: COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENT

COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS UNDER THE LAWS

&-u

trn Bangladesh, compliance requirements

of "GSP Finance Company (Bangladesh)

'imited", as reporting organization, are based on Money Laundering Prevention Act
iMLPA), 2012, Anti terrorism (Amendment) Act, 2012 and circulars or instructions
issued by BFIU.

According

to

section 25

of

MLPA, 2012'GSP Finance Company (Bangladesh)

timited" responsibilities to prevent money laundering are-

a) to maintain complete and correct information with regard to the identity of its
b)

customers during the operation of their accounts; (For details please consult
Chapter no 8)
to preserue previous records of transactions of any customer's account for at
least S(five) years from the date of closure; (For details please consult Chapter
no 8)

c) to provide with the information maintained under clauses (a) and (b) to

Bangladesh Bank from time to time, on its demand;
if any suspicious transaction or attempt of such transaction as defined under
clause (z)3 of section 2 is observed, to repoft the matter as
-suspicious
fansaction report to the Bangladesh Bank immediately on its own acard. (fur
details please consult Chapter no 9)
According to section 16 of Anti Terrorism (Amendment) Act, 20L2, "GSP Finance

d)

Company (Bangladesh) Limited" responsibilities
are

to combat financing of terrorism

-

(1) To d<e rrcry nffir€E uith ryWife ca.Iirr and responsibility, to prevent and
identify flnancial transactions which are connected to any offence under this Act and
if any suspicious transaction is identified, the agency shall spontaneously report it to
the Bangladesh Bank without any delay. (For details please consult Chapter no 9)

(2) The Board of Directors, or in the absence of the Board of Directors, the Chief
Executive Officer, by whatever name called, shall approve and issue directions
regarding the duties of its officers, and shall asceftain whether the directions issued
by Bangladesh Bank under section 15, which are applicable to the company, have
been complied with or not.

CoMPLTANCE REQUTREMENTS UNDER CTRCUI-ARS

3,2.1. Policies for Prevention of Money laundering and Terrorist Financing
In pursuanoe of section 16(2) of Anti terrorism (Amendment) Act, 20L2, and Anti-Money
*GSP Finance Company
-aundering Department's letter dated 04.07.2006,
iBangladesh) Limited" approved its policy manual by their Board of
Directors/topmost committee to prevent money laundering and terrorist
,fi ffi
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financing. This policy manual is iri conformity with international standard and laws
and regulations in force in Bangladesh. The Company shall from time to time review

and confirm the meticulous compliance of the circulars issued by

Bangladesh

Bank.

To implement the poliry manual and compliance of instructions of BB, the Company
will designate one high level officer as Chief Anti-Money Laundering Compliance Officer
(CAMLCO)5 in the Central Compliance Unit (CCU)6 and one officer as Branch AntiMoney Laundering Compliance Officer (BAMALCO)7 in the branch level.

3.2.2. The company shall not open or maintain numbered or anonymous account.
3.2.3. Customer fdentification:

it

is mandatory to collect and veriff the correct and complete identiflcation of customers

to prevent money laundering and terrorist financing and to keep the financial sector
free from risks. As per A M L circular, a eustomer is defined as:

.

.
.

ahY person or institution maintaining an account of any type with a FIs or
having business relationship with FIs;

the person or institution as true beneficial owner in whose favour the
account is operated;

the trustee, intermediary or true beneficial owner of the transaction of the
accounts operated by the trust and professional intermediaries (such as
lawyer/law firm, chaftered accountant, etc)under the existing legal
infrastructure;

3,2.4. To protect the company from risks of money laundering orland terrorist financing
or unwilling activities, it is clearly stated in the Money
Laundering Prevention Policy Manual how to conduct Customer Due Diligence at

by customers willful

different stages such as:

o
o

while establishing relationship with the customer;
while conducting financial transaction with the existing customer;

3,2.4.L To be sure about the customer's identity and underlying purpose of
establishing relationslrip with the institrtion, the company shall ollect a@uate
inforrntion up to its satisfaction.
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3,2.4.2If a person operates an account on behalf of the customer, the company

will
satisfy itself that the person has due authorization to operate. Correct and complete
information of the person, operating the account, is to be collected.
3.2.4.3 Legal status and accuracy of information of the operators are to be
ascertained in case of the accounts operated by trustee and professional
intermediaries (such as lawyers/law flrm, chartered accountants, etc).
3.2.4.4 While establishing and maintaining business relationship and conducting
financial transaction with a person (including legal representative, financial institution or
any other institution) of the countries and territories that do not meet international
standard in combating money laundering (such as the countries and territories
tisted as high risk country in FATFs public statements) enhanced due diligence shall
have to be ensured.
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3.2.4.5 The identity of the beneficial owner of the account shall have to be confirmed
on the basis of the information obtained from reliable sources up to the
satisfaction of the company. Moreover, the company has to do the followings:
. Complete and correct information of identity of the persons besides the
customer, shall have to be collected and preserued if a customer operate an
ac@unt on behalf of another person in his/her own name.

.
.

The controller or the owner of the customer shall have to be identified.
Complete and correct information of identity of the beneficial owners shall
have to be collected and preserved. For the purpose of this subsection, a person
will be treated as a beneficial owner if:

a)
b)

he has controlling share of a company or

I

andi

hold 20o/o ot more shares of a company.

3. 2.5. PoliUcally exposed Persons (PEPs)
While opening and/or operating account of Politically Exposed Persons (PEPs)e
enhanced due diligence shall have to be exercised.
Following instructions are followed to ensure Enhanced Due Diligence:
. a risk management system is introduced to identify risks associated with the
accounts opening and operating of PEPs;
. take reasonable measures to establish the source of wealth and source of

.
o

funds;
ongoing monitoring of the transactions are conducted; and

the company observes all formalities as detailed in Guidelines for

Forelgn

Exchange Transactions while opening accounts of non-residents;

All instructions as detailed for PEPs shall be equally applicable if business relationship is
established with family members and close associates of these persons who may
pose reputational risk to the company. The above instructions shall also be
applicable to customers or beneficial owners who become PEPs after business
relationship have been established.
(PEPs mears "Individuals who are or hane been entrusEd with prcminent public functions in a foreign county, for e><ample
Heads
State or of gwsrrnent, senior politcians, senior gq/emrnent, jr.rdicial or military officials, senior executives of

d

state owned corporations, important political party officials).

3.2.6 Appointment and Training
3.2.6.1 Employee Screening: One of the major purposes of combating money
Iaundering and terrorist financing activities is to protect the company from risks
arising out of money laundering and tenorist financing. To meet this objectivg the
company undertakes proper screening mechanism in their different appointment
proceidures so that they do not face money laundering and terrorist financing risks
by any of their staff.
3.2.6.2 Training for the officials: To ensure proper compliance of MLfIF
activjties, the company arranges suitable training for their officials.
3.2,6.3 Education and training for customers: The Company responds to
customers on different matters including l(YC. The Company time to time

distributes leaflets among customers
nI,,-' :: "i (
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laundering and terrorist financing and also arrange
branch at a visible place.

to stick posters in every

susPrcrous TRANSACTToN

REPoRTTNG (srR)
Arcording to the provision of section 25 (1) (d) of MLPI 20L2, the company reports BB
proactively and immediately, facts on suspicious, unusual or doubtful transactions
likely to be related to money laundering. BB has the power to call STR from the

company related to financing of terrorism according to section 15(a)
terrorism (Amendment) Act, 20L2. (For details please consult Chapter 9)

of

Anti

TARGETED FINANCHL SANCTIONS:
United Nations Security Council Resolution L267 and 1373 have been adopted
under Afticle MI of UNSCR charter, which means these resolutions are obligatory
for every jurisdiction. BFIU has instructed all banks and FIs to take necessary
action on UNSCR 1267 and 1373 (targeted financlal sanctions).

To comply with this direction the company will consult the UN sanction list
regularly and if find any account with it, the company will inform BFIU
immediately.
SUPERVISORY POWER OF BANGI.ADESH BANK
According to the provision laid down in the section 23 of MLP& 2072 and section
15 of Anti terorism (Amendment) Act, 20L2, Bangladesh Bank is the core
inrplementing agenqy. The major superuisory powens are:

Under MLPA, 20L2, Bangladesh Bank shall have the following

po\

/erc and

responsibilities to prevent money laundering and to resist any such activities:

a) b

analpe or reyiew inforrnation related to castr tansactions and suspicious
bansactiors received from any reporting organization and to collect additional
information relating thereto for the purpose of anatping or reviewing from the
reporting organizations and maintain data on the same and, as the case may be,
provide Wth the said information to the relevant law enforcement agencies for
taking necessary actions;
h) ask for any information or obtain a repoft from repofting organizations with
regard to any bansaction in which therc arc rcasonable grounds to believe that the
bansaction is involved in money laundering or a predicate offence;
issue an order to any repofting organization to suspend or freeze transactions of
any account for a period not o<ceeding 30 (thirty) days if there are reasonable
grounds to suspect that any money or propefi has been deposited into the
account by committing any offence;
+o/ided that sudr order may be extended for additional period of a maximum of 6 (six)
inonrths by 30 (thiny) days, if it appears necessary to find out correct information
rclira6ng to transactions of the account;
issue, from time to time, any direction neaessary for the prevention of money
laundering to the repofting organizations;
nronitor whether the reporting organizations have properly submitted information
and reports requested by Bangladesh Bank and whether they have duly complied

ci
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0

with the directions issued by it, and where necessary carry out on-site
inspections of the repofting organizations to asceftain the same;
arrange meetings and seminars including training for the officers and staff of
any organization or instifution, including the repofting organizations, considered
necessary for the purpose of ensuring proper implementation of this Act by

g)

Bangladesh Bank;
carry out any other functions necessary for the purposes of this Act.

The power and responsibilities of Bangladesh Bank under section 15(1) of Anti
Tenorism (Amendment) Act, 2OL2 are as followsi

The Bangladesh Bank shall have the power and authority to take necessary
measures to prwent and detect bansaction intended to commit offience under ATA

through any banking channel, and for that matter BB is empowered and authorized to Call for STRs from financial institutions and keep such repoft confidential if law

.

does not allow disclosure;

.
o
.
.

Compile and preserve all statistics and records;

.
.

Monitor and obserue the activities of EIs;

Create and maintain a database of all STRs;

Analyze the STRs;
l$sue order in writing to FIs to suspend a transaction for a period of 30 days where
it has reasonable grounds to suspect that the transaction involves connection
with tenorist acts, and extend the order to maximum 180 days.

Issue insffuctjons

to

EIs directing them

to take

preventive measures against

tenorist fi nancing activities.

.

Inspect EIs for the purpose of detection of suspicious transactions connected witft
terrorist fi nancing; and
provide training to staff and officers of FIs for the purpose of detection

r

and

prevention

of

suspicious tansactions

as may be

connected with terorist

financing.

o

is to be noted that no law enforcement authority shall have any access to the
documents or files of a financial instifution without approval from the chief
e><ecutive of the concemed financial instifution or from Bangladesh Bank'

It

PENALTIES UNDER MLPA:
According

to section 25 (2) of MLPA, 20L2, if any repofting organization violates

the directions mentionei- in sub-section (1) of section 25 of MLPA'

20L2,

Bangladesh Bank maY-

(1) impose a fine of at least taka 50 (fifly) thousand but not exceeding taka 25
(t*enty five) lacs on the reporting organization; and
or the
iZ) in'additon tr6 the fine mentioned in clause (a), cancel the 1icense
any of
or
organization
agthorization for carrying out commercial activities of the said
gelse
may be, shall inform
its branches, service centers, booths or agents, or as the
relevant authority
to
the
as
the registration or licensing authority about the fact so
may take appropriate measures against the organization'
In addition to the above mentioned provisions there are some new provisions of
f,i,m ffi $'I ##
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penalties in the section 23 of MLPA, 20L2. These are:

(3) If any reporting organization fails to provide with the requested information

timely under this section, Bangladesh Bank may impose a fine on such organization
lvhich may oGend to a maximum of Taka 5 (five) lacs at the rate of Taka 10 (ten)
flrousand per day and if any organization is fined more than 3(three) times in l(one)
financial year, Bangladesh Bank may suspend the registration or license of the
organization or any of its branches, seryice centers, booths or agenb for the
purpose of closing ib operation within Bangladesh or, as the case may be, shall
inform the regiskation or licensing authority about the fact so as to the relevant
authority may take appropriate measures against the organization.
(4) If any repofting organization provides with false information or statement
requested under this section, Bangladesh Bank may impose a fine on such
organizaUon not less than Taka 20 (twenty) thousand but not exceeding Taka 5
(five) lacs and if any organization is fined more than 3(thrce) times in l(one) financial
year, Bangladesh Bank may suspend the registration or license of the organization or
any of its branches; service centers, booths or agents for the purpose of closing its
operation within Bangladesh or, as the case may be, shall inform the registration
or licensing authority about the fact so as to the relevant authority may take
appropriate measures against the said organization.
(5) If any reporting organization fails to comply with any instruction given by
Bangladesh Bank under this Act, Bangladesh Bank may impose a fine on such
organization which may extend to a maximum of Taka 5 (five) lacs at the rate of Taka
10 (ten) thousand per day for each of such non compliance and if any organization is
fined more than 3(three) times in 1(one) financial year, Bangladesh Bank may
suspend the registration or license of the organization or any of its bmnches, service
centerc, booths or agents for the purpose of closing its operation within Bangladesh
or/ as the case may be, shall inform the registration or licensing authority about the
fact so as to the relevant authority may take appropriate measures against the said
organization.
(6) If any reporting organization fails to comply with any order for freezing
or suspension of transaction issued by Bangladesh Bank under clause (c) of subsection 23(1) of MLP& 20L2,hngladesh Bank may impme a fine on such organization
not less than the balance held on that account but not more than twice of the
balance held at the time of issuing the order.
(7) If any percon or entity or reporting organization fails to pay any fine imposed
by Bangladesh Bank under sections 23 and 25 of this Act, Bangladesh Bank may
recover the fine from accounts maintained in the name of the relevant person,
entity or reporting organization in any bank or financial institution or Bangladesh
Ban( and in this regard if any amount of the fine remains unrealized, Bangladesh
Bank may, if necessary make an application before the court for recovery and the
cout may pass such order as it deems fit.
(8)If any"reporting organization is imposed fine under sub-sections 23 (3), (4), (5)
and (6), Bangladesh Bank may also impose a fine not less than Taka 10 (ten)
thousand but not occeeding taka 5 (five) lacs on the responsible owner, directors,
officers and staff or persons employed on contractual basis of that repofting
organization and, where necessary may direct the relevant organization to take
necessary administrative actions.
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PENALTIES UNDER ATA:
The provision laid down in section 16 (3) of Anti Terrorism (Amendment) Act,
2012, if any repofting agency fails to comply with the directions issued by Bangladesh
Bank under section 15 or knowingly provides any wrong or false information or
statement, the said reporting agency shall be liable to pay a fine determined and
directed by Bangladesh Bank not exceeding Taka 10 (ten) lacs and Bangladesh Bank
may suspend the registration or license with intent to stop operation of the said
agency or any of its branches, service centers, booths or agents within Bangladesh
or, as the case may be, shall inform the registering or licensing authority about the
subject matter to take appropriate actlon against the agenry. According to section 16
(4) if any reporting agency fails to pay or does not pay any fine imposed by
Bangladesh Bank according to sub-section 16 (3) of ATA, Bangladesh Bank may
recover the amount from the reporting agency by debiting its accounts
maintained in any bank or financial institution or Bangladesh Bank and in case of
any unrealized or unpaid amount, Bangladesh Bank may, if necessarY, aPPIY
before the concerned court for recovery,

*A

-&J3

SELF ASSESSMENT

As per AML circular 15, the company will establish half yearly self

assessment

procedure that will assess how effectively the ompany's AML/CFT program is working.
This procedurc enables management to identify areas of risk or to assess the
need for additional control mechanisms. The self-assessment should conclude

a repoft documenting the work performed, how it was controlled/ supervised and
:ehe resulting findings, conclusions and recommendations. The self assessment should
advise management whether the internal procedures and statutory obligations of
the company have been properly discharged.
Each branch will assess its AM L/CFT activities covering the following areas on half
yearly basis and submit the report to CCt,! within next 20 days:

,,,vith

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
r

The percentage of officers/employees that received official training

on

AML/CFT;

The awareness of the officers/employees about the internal AML/CFT
policies,
procedures and programs, and Bangladesh Bank's instructions and guidelines;
The arrangement of AML/CFT related meeting on regular interval;

The effectiveness of the customer identification during opening an individual,
corporate and other account;
The risk categorization of customers by the branch;
Regular update of customer profile upon reassessment;
The monitoring of customers' transactions with their dedarcd TP after
categorizing the customers based on risk or transactions over specific limiU
.Identification of Suspicious Transaction Reports (STRs);
The maintenance of a separate file containing ML PA, Circulars, Training
Records, Reports and other AML related documents and distribution of
those among all emPloYees;
The measures taken by the branch during opening of account of PEPs;
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Consideration of UN Sanction l-ist while conducting any business.
The compliance with AML/CFT weaknesses/irregularities, as the bank's Head
Office and Bangladesh Bank's inspection repoft mentioned.
IN DEPENDENT TESTING PROCEDURE
As per AML circular 15, testing is to be onducted at least annually by the company's
internal audit personnel, compliance department, and by an outside party such as

the company's external auditors. The test will cover the following areas:

r Branch Compliance UniI/BAMLCO
r Knowledge of officers/employees on AML/CFT issues
I Customer Identification (KYC) process
r Branch\s receipt of customer's expected transaction profile and monitoring
r Process and action to identify Suspicious Transaction Repofts (STRs)
r Regular submission of reports to CCU
r Proper record keeping
r

Overall AML related activities by the branch

-ne tests include interuiews with employees handling transactions and interuiews with their
supervisors to determine their knowledge and compliance with the company's antirnoney laundering procedures.

o

sampling of large transactions followed by a review of transaction record
retention forms and suspicious transaction referral forms;

.

test of the validity and reasonableness of any exemption granted by the
financial institution; and

o

t€St of the record keeping system according to the provisions of the
laws. Any deficiencies should be identified and reported to senior management
together with a request for a response indicating corrective action taken or to
be taken and a deadline.
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CHAPTER 4: COMPLIANCE PROGRAM

Tie company, subject to laws, will establish and maintain an effective AM L/CFT program
:rat includes at least the followings:

.
.
o
o

Development of internal policies, procedures and controls;

Appointment of an AML/CFT Compliance Officer;
Ongoing employee training programs; and

Independent audit function ineluding internal and external audit function to
test the programs.

--e compliance program should be documented, approved by the Board of Directors
:^c communicated to all levels of the organization. In developing an AML/CFT
::npliance program, attention should be paid to the size and range of activities,
::.nplexity of operations, and the nature and degree of ML and/or TF risks
:ssociated with the company.
DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNAL POLICXES, PROCEDURES AND CONTROTS

4,1.1 Internal Policy

--€ company will develop, administer, and maintain its own AML/CFT policy that
trsures and monitors compliance with the laws, including record keeping and repoting
-*:uirements. such a compliance policy must be written, approved by the board
:i cirectors, and noted as such in the board meeting minutes.

--e written AML/CFT compliance

policy at a minimum should establish clear
-=oonsibilities and accountabilities within their organizations to ensure that policies,
:r:iedures, and controls are introduced and maintained which can deter criminals
using their facilities for money laundering and the financing of terrorist
==vities, thus ensuring that they comply with their obligations under the Act.

':?

--e policies should be tailored to the institution and would have to be based upon
:,- assessment of the money laundering and terrorist financing risks, taking into
3=.unt the company's business structure and factors such as its size, location,
=='rities, methods of payment, and risks or vulnerabilities to money laundering

:::

cerrorist financing.

-:

should include standards and procedures to comply with applicable laws and
tgulations to reduce the prospect of criminal abuse. The procedures should address
t= Know lour Customer (KYC) poliry and identification procedures before opening

-Er'i dccotlnts, monitoring existing accounts for unusual or suspicious activities,
r-'i:rrnation flows, reporting suspicious transaction, hiring and training employees
3r-,1 3 separate audit or internal control function to regularly test the program's
*rectivehess.

k

should also include

a description of the roles the AML/CFT Compliance

ilt=cer(s)/Unit and other appropriate personnel will play in monitoring compliance and

fi
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effectiveness of AML/CFT policies and procedures,

it

should develop and implement screening programs to ensure high standards
when
hiring employees. Implement standards for employees who consistenly

perform in accordance with an AML/CFT framework.

fail to

It

should incorporate AML/CFT compliance into job descriptions and performance
evaluations of appropriate personnel.

It should have the arrangements for program continuity despite changes in management
or employee composition or structure.
The AML/CFT policies should be reviewed regularly and updated as necessary and at
least annually based on any legal/regulatory or business/operational changes, such
as
additions or amendments to existing AML/CFT related rules and regulations
or
business.
In addition the poliry should emphasize the responsibility of every employee to protect
the
institution from exploitation by money launderers and terrorist financiers, and should

set forth the onsequence of non-compliance with the applicable laws and the
institution's poliry, including the criminal, civil and disciplinary penalties and
reputational harm that could ensue from any association with money laundering and

terrorist fi nancing activity.
The most important element of a successful AML/CFT program is the commitment of
senior management including the chief executive officer and the board of directors, to
the development and enforcement of the AML/CFT programs which can deter criminals
from using their facilities for money laundering and terrorist financing, thus ensuring
that they comply with their obligations under the laws.

4,1.1.1 Components of policy
The statement of compliance poliry should at a minimum include:

.

.
'

A statement that all employees are required to comply with applicable
laws and regulations and corporate ethical standards.
A statement that all activities carried out by the financial institution must
comply with applicable governing laws and regulations,
A statement that compliance with rules and regulations is the responsibility
of each individual in the financial institution in the normal course of their
assignments. It is the responsibility of the individual to become familiar with
the rules and regulations that relate to his or her assignment. Ignorance of
the rules and regulations cannot be an excuse for non-compliance.

A

,

.

statement that should direct staff to a compliance officer or other
knowledgeable individuals when there is a question regarding compliance
matters.

A statement that employees will be held accountable for carrying

out their compliance responsibilities.
4.L,L.z Communicating the policy
As part of its AML/CFT poliry, an institution should communicate clearly to all
e;'nployees on annual basis through a statement from the chief executive officer that
'F:'i ^,

:1)

i(*
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clearly sets forth its policy against mohey laundering and any activity which facilitates
money laundering or the funding of terrorist or criminal activities. Such a statement
should evidence the strong commitment of the institution and its senior management
to comply with all laws and regulations designed to combat money laundering and
terrorist financing.

4.L.2 Prcedurcs
The standard operating procedures are often designed at a lower level in the
organization and modified as needed to reflect the changes in products, personnel
and promotions, and other day to day operating procedures. It will be more detailed
than policies. Standard operating procedures translate policy into an acceptable and
working practice. In addition to policies and procedures, there should also be a process
to suppott and facilitate effective implementation of procedures and that should be
reviewed and updated regularly.

4.1.3 Interna! Control Mechanism
The compliance program also relies on the variety of internal controls, including
management report, built-in safeguards and exception report that keep the
program working. FATF recommendation 18 requires that the company has an
internal control program.
The following elements should be included in the operational controls of any policy:

r
r

Statement of responsibility for compliance with policy;

Customer due diligence;

r
r
r
o
o
r

Monltorlng for susplclous transactlon/activity;
Cooperation with the authorities;

Record keeping

;

Screening of transactions and customers;

Training and awareness;
Adoption of risk management practices and use of a risk-based approach.

ESTABLISHMENT OF CENTRAL COMPLIANCE UNIT
To ensure compliance of the Money Laundering Prevention Ac-,2072 and ATA 2009 (as
amended in 2012) the company will establish arrangement for internal monitoring
and control through formation of a Central Compliance Unit (CCU) under the leadership
of a high official at the Head Office. In order to accomplish properly the jurisdiction
and function of the CCU, the company will determine institutional strategy and program,
CCU will issue the instructions to be followed by the branches; these instructions will be
prepared on the basis of combination of issues in monitoring of transactions,
internal control, policies and procedures from the point of view of preventing money
laundering & terrorist financing. CCU shall be dedicated solely to the company
related responsibilities and perform the compliance functions. The responsibilities of a
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CCU shall include:

preparing an overall assessment report after evaluating the self assessment
reports received from the branches and submitting it with comments and
recommendations to the chief executive of the bank;
preparing an assessment repoft on the basis of the submitted checklist of
inspected branches by the Internal Audit Department on that pafticular quafter;
Submitting a half-yearly report to BFIU within 50 days after end of a quarter.

a)

b)
c)

AP POTNTM ENT OF CHrEF AM

L/CFT COM PLIAN CE OFFTCER

The company will designate a Chief AML/CFT Compliance Officer (CAMLCO) at its
nead office who has sufficient authority to implement and enforce corporate-wide
AML/CFT policies, procedures and measures" The CAMLCO will directly repoft to the
Chief Executive Officer/Managing Director for his/her responsibility. The CAMLCO will
also be responsible to coordinate and monitor day to day compliance with applicable
AMVCFf related laws, rules and regulations as well as with lts internal policies, practices,
orocedures and controls.

4.3.1Posifion of CAMLCO
The Chief AML/CFT Compliance Officer will be the head of CCU. The designated
CAMLCO, directly or through CCU, should be a central point of contact for
communicating with the regulatory and/or investigation agencies regarding issues related to
flnancial institution's AML/CFT program. The position of the CAMLCO cannot be lower
than the third rank in seniority in organizational hierarchy.
4.3.2 QualificaUon and experienceThe CAMLCO should have a working knowledge of
the diverse financial products offered by the financial institutions. The person could
have obtained relevant financial institutional and compliance experience as an internal
auditor or regulatory examiner, with exposure to different financial institutional products

and businesses. Product and financial institutional knowledge could be obtained from
being an external or internal auditor, or as an experienced operational staff. The
Chief AML/CFT Compliance Officer should have a minimum of seven years of working
experience, with a minimum of three years at a managerial/administrative level.

4.3.3 ResponsibiliUes:
The company will prepare a detailed specification of the role and obligations of the
CAMLCO. Depending on the scale and nature of the company, the designated ehief
AML/CFT Compliance Officer may choose to delegate duties or rely on suitably qualified
staff for their practical peformance whilst remaining responsible and accountable for the
operation of the designated functions. The major responsibilities of a CAMLCO are as
follows:

application and enforcement of the
policies
including AML/CFT Compliance Policy. This will
company's compliance

1.

To monitor, review and coordinate

2,

include an AMVCFT risk assessment, practices, procedures and controls for account
opening, l(YC procedures and ongoing account/transaction monitoring for detecting
suspicious transaction/acmunt activity, and a written AML/CFT training plan.
To monitor changes of laws/regulations and directives of Bangladesh Bank and
revise its internal policies acordingly;
To respond to compliance questions and concerns of the staff and advise regional
offices/branches/units and assist in providing solutions to potential issues involving

-

3.

ompliane and

4.

risk;

To ensure that the company's AMVCFT policy is complete and up-to-date, to maintain
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awareness of new and ihanging business activities and products and to
potential compliance issues that should be considered by the companY;
;n3ue,ro the compliance knowledge of all staff, especially the compliance
end conduct training courses in the institution in this regard;
,@xerrp and maintain ongoing relationships with regulatory authorities, external
rrcnraii auditors, regional/branch/unit heads and compliance resources to assist in
rffirtrfln;ation of compliance issues;
u: reriew of control procedures in the financial institution to ensure legal and
Er-taiory compliance and in the development of adequate and sufficient
testing procedures to prevent and detect compliance lapses;
To monitor the business through self-testing for AML/CFT compliance and take any
required corrective action;
9. To manage the STR/SA R process:

reviewing transactions referred by divisional, regional, branch or unit compliance
officers as suspicious;

reviewing the transaction monitoring reports (directly or together with account
management personnel);
ensuring that internal Suspicious Activity Reports (SARs):
o are prepared when aPProPriate;
possible
o reflect the uniform standard for -suspicious activity involving
'tts poliqy;
money laundering or terrorist financingl established in
o are accompanied by documentation of the branch's decision to retain
or terminate the account as required under its policy;
o are advised to other branches of the company who are known to have a
relationship with the custorner;
o arc reported to the Chief Execr.Itive ffier, and the Board of Diredots of the
aompany when the suspicious activity is Judged to represent significant
risk to the institution, including reputation risk .

ensuring that a documented plan of corrective action, appropriate for the
seriousness of the suspicious activity, be prepared and approved by the branch
manager;
maintaining a review and follow up process to ensure that planned corrective action,
including possible termination of an account, be taken in a timely manner;
managing the process for reporting suspicious activity to BFIU after appropriate
i nternal consultation;

4.4

BRANCH ANTI.MONEY IAUNDERING COMPLHNCE OFFICER

The company will appoint Branch Anti-Money Laundering Compliance

Officer
branch
and
of
a
man
second
(BAMLCO) at each of their branches. BAMLCO will be the
a
BAMLCO
of
have a minimum three year experience in related field. The responsibilities
are as follows:

r Manage the transaction monitoring process
r Repot any suspicious activity to Branch Manager, and if necessary to the CAMLCO
r Provide training to Branch staff
r Communicate to all staff in case of any changes in national or its own policy
r Submit branch returns to CAMLCO timely.
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4.5

RESPONSIBITTTIES OF OTTSER EMPLOYEES
The table below details the individua! responsibilities of the employees of the
company:-

Function

Role

Staff Responsible
for account opening

/ Responsibilities
Pefform due diligence on prospective clients prior
opening an account
Be diligent regarding the identification (s) of account

holder and the transactions relating to the account
Ensure all required documentation is completed
satisfactorily

I

r

Complete the KYC Profile for the new customer
Ongoing monitoring of customer_s KfC profile and

transaction activity
Escalate any suspicion to the Supervisor, Branch

Manager and BAMLCO
Customer Seruice
Officer

I
I

Operations Staff

tr

I
I

Support the Account Officer in any of the above roles

Peform the Account Officer roles in their absence
Ensure that all control points are completed prior to
tra nsaction mon itoring

Be diligence on transaction trends for clients
Update customer transaction profiles in the

ledger/system

I

Branch Manager

(Unit Head)

Ensure that the program is effective within the

branch/unit

I
Risk Management

/Credit Officer/
Internal Contro!
Officer
Operations &

I

r

First point of contact for any issues
Perform Risk Assessment for the Business
Pefform periodic Quality Assurance on the program
in the unit

r

Communicate updates in laws and internal policies

I

Ensures that the required reports and systems are in
place to maintain an effective program

Technology
Manager

r

Controller of

Overall responsibiliry to ensure that the branches have

an proErarn in place and that it is working effectively

Branches

I

Chief Executive
Officer (CEO)

Overall responsibility to ensure that the Business has
an AM L program in place and it is working

effectively
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4.6

EMPLOYEE TRAINING AND A\A'ARENESS PROGRAM

FATF recommendation 18 suggests that a formal AML/CFT compliance program
should include an ongoing employee training program. The importance of a successful
training and awareness program cannot be overstated. Employees in different business
functions need to understand how the company's policy, procedures, and controls
affect them in their day to day activities. As per AML circular, the company will
arrange suitable training for the officials to ensure proper compliance of money
laundering and terrorist financinq prevention activities.

4.6.1The Need for Staff Awareness
The effectiveness of the procedures and recommendations contained in these
Guidance Notes must depend on the extent to which staff in the company
appreciates the seriousness of the background against which the legislation has been
enacted. Staff must be aware of their own personal statutory obligations and that they
can be personally liable for failure to report information in accordance with internal
procedures. All staff must be trained to co-operate fully and to provide a prompt

report of any suspicious transactions/activities. It is, therefore, impoftant that
company introduces comprehensive measures to ensure that all staff and
contractually appointed agents are fully aware of their responsibilities,

4.6.2 Education and Training Programs
All relevant staff should be educated in the process of the "Know Your
Customer" requirements for money laundering and terrorist financing prevention
purposes. The training in this respect should cover not only the need to know the
true identity of the customer but also, where a business relationship is being
established, the need to know enough about the type of business activities
expected in relation to that customer at the outset to know what might constitute
suspicious activity at a future date. Relevant staff should be alet to any change in
the pattern of a customer's transactions or circumstances that might constitute
criminal activity.
Although Directors and Senior Managers may not be involved in the day-to-day
procedures, it is important that they understand the statutory duties placed on them,
their staff and the company itself. Some sorts of high-level general awareness raising
training are, therefore, also suggested.

4.6.3 General Training
A general training program should include the following:

.
.

'

.
.
.

ffi
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General information on the risks of money laundering and terrorist
financing schemes, methodologies, and typologies;
Legal framework, how A ML/CFT related laws apply to the company and their
employees;
compant's policies and systems with regard to customer identification and
verification, due diligence, monitoring;
How to react when faced with a suspicious client or transaction;
How to respond to customers who want to circumvent reporting
requirements;
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.
.

Stressing the impoftance of riot tipping off clients;
Suspicious transaction reporting requirements and processes;

Duties and accountabilities of employees;
The person responsible for designing the training must identify which,

if any, of

these topics relate to the target audience. Effective training should present real life

money laundering schemes, preferably cases that have occurred at the company or
at similar institutions, including, where applicable, how the pattern of activity was

first detected and its ultimate impact on the company.

4.6.4 Job Specific Training The nature of responsibilities/activities performed

by

the staff of the company is different from one another. So the training on AML/CFT
issues should also be different for each category. Job specific AML/CFT t rainings are
discussed below:

'

4.6.4.L New Employees
A general appreciatlon of the background

to

money laundering and terrorist

financing, and the subsequent need for reporting any suspicious transactions should be
provided to all new employees who are likely to be dealing with customers or their
transactions, irrespective of the level of seniority. They should be made aware of
the importance placed on the repofting of suspicions by the organization, that
there is a legal requirement to report, and that there is a personal statutory
obligation to do so.

4.6.4.2 Customer Seruie/ RelaUonship Managerc
Members of staff who are dealing directly with the public are the first point of contact
with potential money launderers and terrorist financiers and their efforts are
vital to the organization's strategy in the flght against money laundering and
terrorist financing. They must be made aware of their legal responsibilities and
should be made aware of the organization's reporting system for such
transactions. Training should be provided on factors that may give rise to
suspicions and on the procedures to be adopted when a transaction is deemed
to be suspicious.

It is vital that 'front-

line' staffs are made aware of the organization's policy for
dealing with non-regular (walk-in) customers particularly where large transactions
are involved, and the need for extra vigilance in these cases.

4.6.4.3 Prcessing (BackOffice) Staff
The staffs, who receive completed Account Opening, FDR application forms and
cheques for deposit into customer's account or other investments must receive
appropriate training in the processing and verification procedures. The staffs, who are
in a position to deal with account opening, or to accept new customers, must receive
the training given to relationship managers and other front office staff above. In
addition, the need to verifu the identity of the customer must be understood, and
training should be given in the organization's account opening and customer/client
verification procedures. Such staff should be aware that the offer of suspicious funds
or the request to undeftake a suspicious transaction may need to be reported to the
AML/CFT Compliance Oflicer (or alternatively a line superuisor) whether or not the
'1.-
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funds are accepted or the transactions proceeded with and must know
what
procedures to follow in these circumstances.
4.6.4.4 Crcdit Officers :
Training should reflect an understanding of the credit function. Judgments
about
collateral and credit require awareness and vigilance toward possible
laundering
and funding terrorists. Indirect lending programs and lease financing
also call for
KYC efforts and sensitivity to laundering risks.
4.6.4.5 Audit and compliance staff
These are the people charged with overseeing, monitoring and testing
AM L/CFT
controls, and they should be trained about changes in regulation, money laundering
and terrorist financing methods and enforcement, and their impact on the
company.
4.6.4.6 Senior Management/operations Supervisors and Managers
A higher level of instruction covering all aspects of money laundering and
terrorist financing prevention procedures should be provided to those with the
responsibility for supervising or managing stafF. This will include the offences
and
penalties arising from the laws for non-reporting and for assisting
money launderers
and terrorist financers; internal reporting procedures and the requirements for
verification of identity and the retention of records.
4.6.4.7 Senior Management and Board of Directors
Money laundering and terrorist financing issues and dangers should be regularly
and thoroughly communicated to the board. It is impoftant that the compliance
department has strong board support, and one way to ensure that is to keep board
members aware of the reputational risk that money laundering and terrorist

financing poses

to the company. Major AML/cFr compliance related

circulars/circular letters issued by BB should be placed to the board to bring it to
the notice of the board members,

4.6.4.8 AM L/CFT Com

pl

iance Officer

The AML/CFT Compliance Officer should receive in depth training on all aspects of
the Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing Prevention Legislation, Bangladesh
Bank directives and internal policies.
In addition, the AM L/CFT Compliance Officer will require extensive instructions on the
validation and reporting of suspicious transactions and on the feedback
arrangements, and on new trends and patterns of criminal activity.

4.6.5 Training Proedures
The trainers can take the following steps to develop an effective training program:
Identify the issues that must be communicated and decide how best to do
this e.g. sometimes, e-learning can effectively do the job, sometimes
classroom training is the best option

'

.

.
fl{il
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Identify the audience

by

functional area

as well as level of

employee/management. This should be accompanied by a quick .'why are
they here" assessment. New hires should receive training different from that
given to veteran employees.
Determine the needs that are being addressed; e.g. uncovered issues by
audits or examinations, created by changes to systems, products or
regulations.
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4.7.5Internal audit
The company's internal auditors will be well resourced and enjoy a degree of
independence Wthin the organization. Those performing the independent testing must be
sufficienUy qualified to ensure that their findings and conclusions are reliabte. The
responsibilities of internal auditors are:

.
.

Address the adequacy of AML/CFT risk assessment.

Examine/attest the overall integrity and effectiveness
systems and the control environment.

.

of the

management

Examine the adequacy of Customer Due Diligence (CD D) policies, proedures and
processes, and whether they comply with internal requirements.

.

Determine personnel adherence to the company's AMVCFT policies, procedures
and processes.

.

Perform appropriate transaction testing with particular emphasis on high risk
operations (products, seruice, customers and geographic locations).

.

he adequacy of the ompant's processes
suspicious activity.

Assess

.
.
.

for identiffing and reporting

Communicate the findings to the board and/or senior management in a timely
manner.
Recommend corrective action for deficiencies.

Track previously identified deficiencies and ensure that management corrects
them.

r

Assess training adequary, including its comprehensiveness, accuracy of materials,

training schedule and attendance tracking.

.

Determine when assessing the training program and materials:

F The importance that the board and the senior management place on ongoing
education, training and compliance

F Employee accountability for ensuring AML/CFT compliance.
F Comprehensiveness of training, in view of specific risks of individual business
lines.

)
)
)

Participation of personnel from all applicable areas of the company.

Frequency of training.

Coverage of the companyts policies, procedures, processes and new rules and
regulations.

F Coverage of different forms of money laundering and terrorist financing as they
relate to identifying suspicious activity.

F Penalties for noncompliance and regulatory requirements.
4.7.6 E>Cernal Auditor
External auditor shall play an essential part in reviewing the adequacy of controls by
communicating their findings and recommendations to management via the annual
management letter, which accompanies the audit repoft. External audit should focus
their audit programs on risk factors and conducts intensive reviews of higher risk areas
where controls may be deficient. External auditors may report incidences of suspected
criminal activity uncovered during audits, to the financial sector supervisors.
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CHAPTER 5: CUSTOMER DUE DILIGENCE

5.1

KNOW YOUR CUSTOMER PROGRAM
The adoption of effective Know Your Customer (KYC) program is an essential part of the
company's risk management policies. Having sufficiently verified/corrected information
about customers - "Knowing Your Customer" (KYC)
and making use of that information
underpins all AML/CFT effotts, and is the most effective defence against being used to
launder the proceeds of crime.

-

.

s.2

Financial institutions with inadequate KYC program may be subject to significant risks,
especially legal and reputational risk. Sound KYC Policies and Procedures not only
contribute to the financial institution's overall safety and soundness, they also protect the
integrity of its system by reducing money laundering, terrorist financing and other related
offences.
KNOW YOUR CUSTOMER (lffC) PR.OCEDURE
Money Laundering Prevention Act, 2012 requires all reporting agencies to maintain correct
and concrete information with regard to identity of its customer during the operation of their
accounts. FATF recommendation 10 states that where the company is unable to identiff the
customer and veriff that customeds identity using reliable, independent source documents,
data or information, and to identify the beneficial owner, and to take reasonable measures to
verify the identity of the beneficial owner and unable to obtaining information on the
purpose and intended nature of the business relationship, it will not open the account,
commence business relations or peform the transaction; or should terminate the business
relationship; and should consider making a suspicious transactions report in relation to
the customer.

5.2.1 Nature of Customer's Business
When a business relationship is being established, the nature of the business that the
customer expects to conduct with the company will be ascertained at the outset to
establish what might be expected later as normal activity. This information will be
updated as appropriate, and as opportunities arise. In order to judge whether a transaction
is or is not suspicious, institutions need to have a clear understanding of the business
carried out by their customers.
5,2.2 Identifying Real Person
The company will establish to its satisfaction that it is dealing with a real person (natural,
corporate or legal), and must verify the identity of persons who are authorized to operate
any account, or transact business for the customer. Whenever possible, the prospective
customer should be interviewed personally. This will safeguard against opening of fictitious
account.

5.2.3 Document is not enough
The best identification documents possible should be obtained from the prospective
customer i.e. those that are the most difficult to obtain illicitly. No single piece of
identification.can be fully guaranteed as genuine, or as being sufficient to establish identity
so verification will generally be a cumulative process. The overriding principle is that the
company must know who their customers are, and have the necessary documentary
evidence to veriff this. Collection of document is not enough for l(YC, identification is very
impoftant.
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5.2.4 Reliance on Third party
Countries may permit financial institutions to rely on third parties to perform the CDD
measures set out in Recommendation 10 or to introduce business, provided that the
criteria set out bElow are met. Where such reliance is permitted, the ultimate responsibility for
CDD measures remains with the company relying on the third party.
The criteria that should be met are as follows:
(a) fhe company relying upon a third party should immediately obtain the necessary
information.

(b) The Company will take adequate steps to satisfy themselves that copies of
identiflcation data and other relevant documentation relating to the CDD requirements will
be made available from the third pafty upon request without delay.

(c) The company will satisfy itself that the third party is regulated, superuised or
monitored for, and has measures in place fon compliance with, CDD and record-keeping

,
5;3

requirements.
COMPONENTS OF KYC PROGRAM
The company in the process of designing the KYC program should include ceftain key
elements. Such essential elements should start from the compant's risk management
and control procedures and should include

-

(1) Customer acceptance policy,
(2) Customer identification,
(3) On-going monitoring of high risk accounts, and
(4) Identification of suspicious transactions.
The company will not only establish the identity of their customers, but should also
monitor account activities to determine those transactions that do not conform with the
normal or expected transactions for that customer or type of arcount. l(YC should be a core
feature of the company's risk management and control procedures, and be complemented

by regular compliance reviews and internal audit. The intensity of KYC programs beyond
these essential elements should be tailored to the degree of risk.

5.3,1Who is a Customer?
For the purpose

of

KYC Procedure a "Customer" is defined in AML Circular No. 24 dated

03/03/2010, as:
. any person or institution maintaining an account of any type with a bank or
financial institution or having banking related business;

.

the person or institution as true beneficial owner in whose favour the account
is operated;

.

the trustee, intermediary or true beneficial owner of the transaction of the
accounts operated by the trust and professional intermediaries (such as lawyer/law
firm, dratered accountant, etc) under the existing legal infrastructure;
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high value single transaction conducted in a single Demand
Draft, pay

Order, Telegraphic Transfer by any person or institution or
any
person/institution involved in a financial transaction
that may pose
reputational and other risks to the institution. In this case
if a transaction
appears abnormal in relation to the usual transaction of
the concerned
person or institution that transaction will be treated
as 'high value,;

5.3.2 Customer Aceptance poticy
The company will develop a clear customer acceptance policy and procedures,
laying down explicit criteria for acceptance of customers including
a desciiption of the
types of customer that are likely to pose a higher than average
risk to a financial institution.
In preparing such policies, factors such as customers' bickground, country
of origin,
public or high profile position, linked accounts, business
activities or other risk indicators

should be considered.

It is important that the customer acceptance poliry is not so restrictive that
it results in a
denial

of access by the general public to financiai seruices, especially for people
who are
financially or socially disadvantaged. on the other hand, quite
extensive due diligence
would be essential for an individual with a high net worth whose
source of funds is unclear.
Deeisisns to enter into business relatisnshiBs with higher
rlsk eusbmers, sueh as publie
flgures or politically exposed persons should be takeri exclusively
at senior management
level.

The customer Acceptance Policy has to ensure that explicit guidelines
are in place on the
following aspects of customer relationship in the company:
1) No account should be opened in anonymous or
2) Parameters of risk perception should be clearty
fund, the nature of business activity, location of
payments, volume of turnover, seruice offered,
categorize customers into different risk grades.

3)
4)

fictitious name.
defined in terms of the source of
customer and his clients, mode of
social and financial status etc. to

Documentation requirements and other information to be collected
in respect of
different categories of customers depending on perceived risk.
Not to open an account or close an account where the financial institution
is unable

to apply appropriate customer due diligence measures i.e. financial institution
is
unable to verify the identity and/or obtain documents required as per
the risk
categorization due to non cooperation of the customer or non reliability
of the
data/information furnished to the financial institution. Decision by a financial

institution to close an account should be taken at a reasonably high level
after giving
due notice to the customer expraining the reasons for such a decision.

qffi

5)

Circumstances, in which a customer is permitted to act on behalf of
another
person/entity, should be clearly spelt out in conformity with
the established law and
practices of financial service as there could be occasions when
an account is
operated by a mandate holder or where an account is opened by an intermediary
in
fiduciary capacity.

6)

Necessary check before opening a new account to ensure that the identity
of the
customer does not match with any person with known criminal background or with
banned entities such as individual terrorists or terrorist organizations etc.
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7) The status of a customer may change as relation
with a customer progresses. The
transaction pattern, volume of a customer's
account may also change. w6h times an
ordinary customer can turn into a risky one.
To address this issue, customer
acceptance policy should include measures
to monitor customer,s activities
throughout the business relation,

5.3.3 Cusftomer fdenUficaUon
customer identification is an essential element
of Kyc standards. The customer
identiflcation process applies naturally at the
outset of the relationship. To ensure that
records remain up-to-date and relevant, there
is a need for the company to undertake
regular reviews of existing records. An appropriate
time to do so is when a transaction of

.

significance takes place, when customer documentation
standards change substantially, or
when there is a material change in the way
that the account is operated. However, if the
company becomes aware at any time that it lack
sufficient information about an existing
customer, it should take steps to ensure that
all relevant information is obtained as quickly
as possible' once verification of identity has been
satisfactorily completed, no further
evidence is needed to undertake subsequent
transactions. However, information should be
updated or reviewed as appropriate and records
must be maintained as set out Chapter g.

5.3.4 What ConstlhrEs a Cusbmerrs Idendty
Identity generally means a set of attributes which
uniquely define a natural or legal person.
There are two main constituents of a person's
identity, iemembering that a person may
be any one of a range of legal persons (an individual,
corporate body, partnership, etc). For
the purposes of this guidance, the two elements
are:

.

the physical identity (e.g. Birth certificate, TIN/VAT Registration,
passport/National

ID, Driving License etc.); and
the activity undertaken.
conflrmation of a person's address is also usefut
in determining whether a customer is
resident in a high-risk country. Knowledge of
both residence and nationality may atso be
necessary, in a non money-laundering context,
to avoid breaches of UN or other
international sanctions to which Bangladesh is a party.
where a passport is taken as
evidence, the number, date and place of issuance
should be recorded.
The other main element in a person's identity is
sufficient information about the nature
of the business that the customer expects to undertake,
and any expected or predictable,
pattern of transactions. For some business
these may be obvious, however, for more
complex businesses this may not be the case. The
extent of the description required will
depend on the compant's own understanding of
the appricanrs business.
once account relationship has been established, reasonable
steps should be taken by the
company to ensure that descriptive information is
kept up-to-date as opportunities arise. It
is important to emphasize that the customer identiflcation process
does not end at the
point of application. The need to confirm and
update information about identity, such as
changes of address, and the extent of additional KYC
information to be collected over
time will differ from sector to sector and between institutions
within any sector. It wilt also
depend on the nature of the product or service being
offered, and whether personal

.

contact
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maintained enabling file notes of discussion to.be
made or whether all contact with the
customer is remote.

5.3.5 Individual Customers
The company will obtain foltowing information while
opening accounts or
establ ishing other rerationships with individuar
customerc:
eorrect name and/or names used;

o
.
o
.
o
o

parent.s names;
(ate of birth;
current and permanent address;

]ff,#|:Jltl,

(i)
(ii)

details of occupation/employment and sources
of wealth or income
eontact information, such as mobire/tetephone
no.
certified copv of the following Phoro rD atso ptay
vitat rote to identiff the

Current valid passport;
Valid driving license;

(iii) Nationat ID Card;
(iv) Employer provided ID Card, bearing the photograph

and signature of the
applican!
Identification documents which do not bear photographs
or signatures, or are easy to
obtain, are normally not appropriate as sole evidence
of identity, e.g. birth certificate,
certificate from any local government organs, credit
cards, non-Bangladeshi driving
license' Any photocopies of documents showing photographs
and signatures will be plainly
legible' where applicants put forward documents
with which the company is unfamiliar,
either because of origin, format or language, the company
must take reasonable steps to
veriff that the document is indeed genuine, which may include
contacting the relevant
authorities or obtaining a notarized translation. The
company will also be aware of the
authenticity of passports.
one or more of the foilowing steps is recommended to verify
addresses:

'
.
.
.
.

provision of a recent utility bill, tax assessment
or bank statement containing
details of the address (to guard against forged copies
is strongly
recommended that originar documents are examined);
checking the Voter lists;

it

checking the telephone directory;

visitinghome/office;

sending thanks letter.
The information obtained should demonstrate that
address given, and that the applicant is that person.

a

person

of that name exists at

the

5.3.5.1 No face-to;face contact:
Where there is no face-to-face contact, photographic identification
would clearly be
inappropriate procedures to identiff and authenticate the customer.
The company will
dHffifi#
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'

ensure that there is sufficient evidence, elther
documentary or electronic, to confirm
address and personal identity. At least one
additional check should be undertaken to guard
against impersonation. In the event that internal procedures
require sight of a current
passpoft or ID card where there is no
face-to-face contact, then a certified trr" .opy
should
be obtained' The company will not allow non
face to face contact to a resident in establishing
relationship.

5.3.5.2 Appropriateness of documents:
There is obviously a wide range of documents
which might be provided as evidence of
identity' It is for the company to decide the appropriaf,ness
of any document in the
Iight of other procedures adopted. However, particutar
care will be taken in accepting
documents which are easily forged or which
can be easily obtained using false identities.

5.3.5.3 Joint Accounts:
In respect of joint accounts where the surname and/or
address of the account holders
differ, the name and address of all account holders,
not only the first named, should
normally
be verified in accordance with the procedures
set out above.

, 5.3.5.4 Change in address or other detaits:

- Any subsequent change to the customer's name, address, or employment details of
which the company becomes aware should be
reeorded as part of the Knoru your
Gtstorner
process. Generally this would be undertaken
as paft d good business practice
and due diligence but arso serves for money raundering
prevention.

5.3.5.5 Record keeping:
All documents collected or gathered for establishing relationship
must be filed in with
supporting

evidence. where this is not possible, the relevant
details should be recorded
on the applicant's file. The company will record the
details in a manner which allows
cross reference to transaction records.

5.3.5.6 fntroducer:
To identify the customer and to verify his/her identity,
an introducer may play important
role' An introduction from a respected customer, personally
known to the management, or
from a trusted member of staff, may assist the verification
procedure but does not replace
the need for verification of address as set out above. Details
of the introduction should be
ecorded on the customer's file. However, personal introductions
without full veriflcation
should not become the norm, and directors/senior
managers must not require or request
staff to breach account opening procedures as a favor
to an appricant.
5.3.5.7 Persons without standald rdentifi cation Documentauon

It is generally believed that flnancial inclusion is helpful in preventing
money laundering
and terrorist financing. Most people need to make
use of the financial system at some point
in their lives' It is importan! therefore, that the socially
or financially disadvantaged such as
the elderly, the disabled, students and minors should not
be precluded frori obtaining
financial services jusf because they do not possess evidence
of identity or address where
they cannot reasonably be expected to do so. In these
circumstances, a common sense
approach and some flexibility without compromising
sufficiently rigorous AML procedures is
recommended' Internal procedures must allow for this,
and must provide appropriate
advice to staff on how identity can be confirmed in these
exceptional circumstances. The
impoftant point is that a person's identity can be verified from an
original or certified copy
of another document, preferably one with a photograph. The company
will not allow .high
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value'transactions to this kind of custornerc.
A ceftifier must be a suitable person, sudr
as

for instance a tawy'er, acoountan! director or
public, a member of the judiciary or
a senior
copy document (printing his name clearly
on or capacity on it together with a contact

In these cases it may be possible for the company
to accept

confirmation from a
professional (e'g' doctor, lawyer,
directors or nEnageE of a regulated instihrtion,
etc) who
kncnnrs the person' \Mere the individual
live; in acomnrodation for\/tlich he or srre is not

financiall
address'
confirma

there would not be documentary evidence of
his/her
pt a
fiom tfre gr.rardian or a similar professional m
A manager may authorize the opening of a business
relationship if s/he is satisfied with confinnation
or identity circurnstances but must record
his/her authorization on the customePs file,
and must also retain this info,nauon in the
same manner and for the same period of
time as other identification records.

lftr

5.3.5.8 Minor

. For minor, the normar identification procedures set out above shourd be
possible' where such procedures
wourd not be rerevant, or do not pr
evidence of identity,
be obtained in the form of the
parent(s)' under
a family rnember or guardian who has an existing
relationship with the
ed would introduce a minor. In cases where
the
person opening the account is not
already known, the identity of that person, and
any
other
person who will have contror of the
account, shourd be verified.

ve
nsrmal
co

5.3.6 @rporaE Bodies and Other EntiUes
Because of the difficulties of identifying
beneficial ownership, and the possible complexity
of
organization and structures, corporate entities
and trusts are the most likely vehicles to be
used for money laundering, particularly when
a legitimate trading company is involved.
Particular care should be taken to verify
the legat existence of the applicant and to ensure
that any person purporting to act on behalf of the
appticant is authorized to do so. The
principal requirement is to look behind
a corporate entity to identify those who have
ultimate control over the business and the company's
assets, with particular attention
being paid to any shareholders or others who
exercise a significant influence over the
'ffairs of the company. Enquiries should be made to confirm that the
company exists for a
legitimate trading or economic purpose, and that
it is not merely a .brass plate company,
where the controlling principals cannot be identified.
Before a business relationship is established,
measures should be taken by way of company
search and/or other commercial enquiries to ensure
that the applicant company has not
been, or is not in the process of being, dissolved,
and struck off, wound-up or terminated.
In addition, if the institution becomes aware of changes
in the company structure or
ownership, or suspici-ous are aroused by a change in
the nature of business transacted,
further checks should be made.
No further steps to verify identity over and above
usual commercial practice will normally
be required where the applicant for business is known
to be a company, or a subsidiary of a
company, quoted on a recognized stock exchange.
The following documents should normally be obtained from
companies:
(ffi
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registered office, and place of business;

'

certified copy of the Memorandum and Articres
of Association, or by_raws of
the client.

copy of the board resolution to open the account
rerationship and the
empowering authority for those who wirt operate
any accounts;
Explanation of the nature of the appricant's
business, the reason for the
relationship being established, an indication
of the expected turnover, the source
of funds, and a copy of the tast available financial
staiements where appropriate;
satisfactory evidence of the identity of each
of the principal beneficial owners
being any person holding 10o/o interest or
more or with principal control
over the company's assets and any person (or persons)
on whose instructions
the signatories on the account are to act or may
act where such persons are not
full time employees, officers or directors of
the company;
Satisfactory evidence of the identity of the
account signatories, details of
their relationship with the company and if they are
not employees an explanation
of the relationship, subsequent changes to signatories
must be verified;
copies of the list/register of directors.
where the business rerationship is being opened
in a different name from that of the
applicant, the company wiil arso satishT itserf
that the reason for using the second name
makes sense.

'

'

o

The following persons (i.e. individuals or legal
entities) must also be identified in line with
this part of the notes:

'
'
.
.

All of the directors who will be responsible for the
operation of the account
transaction.

/

All the authorized signatories for the account/transaction.
All holders of powers of attorney to operate the account/transaction.

The beneficial owner(s) of the company
The majority shareholders of a private limited
company.
A letter issued by a corporate customer is acceptable
in tieu of passport or other photo
identification documents of their shareholders,
directors and authorized signatories. where
the company already knows their identities and identification
records already accord with
'he requirements of these notes, there is no need
to verify identity agarn.
when authorized signatories change cate should
be taken to ensure that the identities of all
,
current signatories have been verified. In addition,
it may be appropriate to make periodic
enquiries to establish whether there have been
any changes in directors/shareholders, or the
nature of the business/activity being undertaken.
such changes could be significant in
relation to potential money laundering activity,
even though authorized signatories have not

changed.

5.3.6.1 Companies Registered Abroad
Particular care should be exercised when establishing
business relationships w1h companies
incorporated or registered abroad, or companies
with no direct business link to Bangladesh.
such companies may. be attempting to use_g-eographic
or legal complication to interpose a
layer of opacity between the sJurce or funas'and
their final destination. In such
circumstances, the company will carry out effective
checks on tn. source of funds and the
'ffiffiffi ffifi nnu ffiffiffi
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nature of the activity to be undertaken during the proposed
business relationship. This is
particularly important if the corporate body
is registered or has known links to countries
without anti-money laundering legislation and proledures
equivalent to Bangladesh. In the
case of a trading company, a visit to the place
of business may also be made to confirm the
true nature of the business.

5.3.7 Paftnerships and Uninorporated Businesses
In the case of partnerships and other unincorporated businesses
whose partners/directors
are not known to the company, the identity of all the partners
or equivalent should be
verified in line with the requirements for personal customerc.
\Mrere a formal partrership
agreement exists, a mandate from the partnerchip authorizing
the opening of an acount and
confening authoriV on those \^,tlo will operate it should
be obtained, Evidence of the trading
address of the business or paftnership should be obtained
and a copy of the latest report
and accounts (audited where applicabh). An er<planation
of the nafure of the business or
paftnerchip should be asceftained (but not necessarily
verified from a partnership deed) to
ensure that it has a legitimate purpose.

Atbrney/ Mandates to operate AccounE
The authority to deal with assets under a power of attorney
constitutes a business
relationship and thereforg where appropriate, it may
be advisable to establish the
identities of holders of powers of attorney, the grantor
of the power of attorney and
3.8 Powers of

third pafi mandates. Records of all transactions undeffaken
in accordance with a power of
attomey slrould be kept

5.3.9 KYC for Internet or Online Based Customer
Ba;rking and investment business through the Intemet
add a new dimension to the
company's activities. The unregulated nafure of the
Internet is attractive to criminals,
opening up altemative possibirities for money laundering
and fraud.
It is recognized that on-line account opening services are convenient. However,
it is not
appropriate that the company will offer on-line live
account opening allowing full
immediate operation of the account in a way which would
dispense with or bypass normal

i.tentifi cation prrccedu res.

however, initial application forms could be completed on-line
and then followed up with
appropriate identification checks. The account, in common with
accounts opened through
more traditional methods, should not be put into full operation
until the standa rdized
account opening provisions have been satisfied in accordance
with these Guidance Notes.
The development of technologies such as encryption, digital
signatures, etc., and the
development of new flnancial seryices and products, mikes
the Internet a dynamic
environment offering significant business opportunities. The fast pace
of technological and
product development has significant regulatory and
legal implications, and Bangladesh
Bank is committed to keeping up-to-date with any developments
on these issues through
fiIure revisions to its Guidance Notes.
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5.3.10 Timing and Duration of verification
The best time to undertake verification is prior to entry into the account
relationship.
Verification of identity should, as soon as is reasonably practicable,
be completed before

any transaction is completed.
However, if it is necessary for sound business reasons to open an
account or carry out a
significant one-off transaction before veriflcation can be completed,
this should be subject
to stringent controls which should ensure that any funds received are not passed
to third
parties. Alternatively, a senior member of staff may give
appropriate authority.

This authority should not be delegated, and should only be done in
exceptional

circumstances, Any such decision should be recorded in writing.
Verification, once begun, should normally be pursued either to a
satisfactory conclusion or
to the point of refusal. If a prospective customer does not pursue an application,
staff may
(or may not) consider that this is itself suspicious.

s.4

il:,ffi

ffi

KNOW YOUR EMPLOYEE (rffE)
Institutions and businesses learn at great expense that an insider can pose
the same M LfrF
threat as a customer. It has become clear in the field that having co-equal programs
to know
your customer and to know your employee is essential. In an
effort to identiff and anticipate
trouble before it costs time, money and reputational damage, the company
will develop
program to look closely at the people inside their own organizations.
A Know Your Employee (KYE) program means that the company has a program in place
that allows it to understand an employee's background, conflicts of interest and
susceptibility to money laundering complicity, Policies, procedures, internal
controls, job
description, code of conduct/ethics, levels of authority, compliance with personnel
laws and
regulations, accountability, dual control, and other deterrents should be
firmly in place.
Background screening of prospective and current employees, especially
for criminal history,
is essential to keep out unwanted employees and identiffing those to be
removed. It can
be an effective risk management tool, providing management with some assurance
that
the information provided by the applicant is true and that the potential employee
has
no criminal record. Used effectively, the pre-employment background checks may
reduce
turnover by verifying that the potential employee has the requisite skills, certification,
license or degree for the position; deter theft and embezzlement; and prevent
litigation over
hiring practices. The company will verify that contractors are subject to screening
procedures similar to its own.
The sensitivity of the position or the access level of an individual employee may warrant
additional background screening, which should include verification of references,
experience, education and professional qualifications. The extent of the screening
depends
on the circumstances, with reasonableness the standard.
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CHAPTER 6: RECORD KEEPING

6.1

STATUTORYREQUTREMENT
The requirement contained in section 25 (i)
of Money Laundering prevention Act, 2012, to
retain correct and full records of customers'
identification and transactions while operating
an account of a customer, and to retain the
records of customers. identification and
transactions at least for five years after closlng
of relatlonshlps with the customers are
essential

constituents of the audit trail that the law
seeks to establish. FATF
recommendation 11 states that the company
witl maintain, for at least five years, all
necessary records on transactions, both
domestic and international, to enable them
to
comply swiftly with information requests from
the competent authorities. such records
must be sufficient to permit reconstruction
of individual transactions (including the amounts
and types of currency involved, if any) so
as to provide, if necessary, evidence for
prosecution of criminal activity. The
records prepared and maintained by the
company its customer relationship and transactions
should be such

o
o

'
.
o
o

that:
requirements of legislation and Bangladesh
Bank directives are fully met;
competent third pafties will be able to assess
the institutionb obseryance of money
laundering policies and procedures;
any transactions effected via the institution can
be reconstructed;
any customer can be properly identified and
located;

all suspicious reports received internally and those
made to Bangladesh Bank can be
identified; and

the company can satisff within a reasonable time
any enquiries or court orders
from the appropriate authorities as to discrosure
of information.
Records rerating to verification of identity wifl genera[y
comprise:
a
description
of the nature of all the evidence received relating
'
to the identity of
the verification
subject;

'

the evidence itself or a copy of it or, if that is not readily

o

details

information reasonabry sufficient to obtain such a
copy,
Records relating to transactions will generally
comprise:

of

persona

pertaining to:

(1)

t identity, including the names

a

available,

nd addresses, etc.

the customer; (z)thebeneficiar

owner of the account or
product; (3) the non-account holder conducting
any significant one-off

transaction; (4) any counter-party;
. - details of transaction including:
1) nature of such transactions;
2) volume of transactions customer's instruction(s) and authority(ies);
3) source(s) of funds;
4) destination(s) of funds;
5) book entries;
6) custody of documentation;
ffiffi#tr
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7) date of the transaction;
8) form in which funds are offered and paid out.
9) parties to the transaction
of the person who conducted the

flf#'itv

kansacrion on behatf of the

These records of identity must be kept
for at least five years from the date when
the rerationship with the customer has ended.
This is the date of:
i. closing of an account

ii.
iii'

providing of any financial services
crrylng out of the oneoff tansaction, or the
last

transactions; or

iv.
v'

in a series of linked oneoff

ending of the business retationship; or

commencement of proceedings to recover
debts payabte on insolvenry.
The company will ensure that records pertaining
to the identification of the customer,
his/her address (e'g' copies of documents
like passpoG national ID card, driving licence,
t'ade licence, utilitv bills ek.) obtained while
opening
the course
of business relationship, are properly preserveo
ror
reast five years after the business
relationship is ended and should be
made available to the competent authorities
upon
request Wthout delay.

it

6.2

the;;;"il;;Jrring

RETRIEVAL OF RECORDS
To satisfo the requirements of the law and
to meet the purpose of record keeping, it is
important that records are capable of retrieval
without undue delay. It is not necessary to
retain all the documents relatlng to customer.
ldenHty and transaction physicaly at
the
premises of the branch of the company,
provided that the company has reliable
procedures
for keeping the hard copy at a central archivg
holding records-in electronic form, and
that can be reproduced and recorected without
undue deray.
It is not always necessary to retain documents in
their original hard copy form, provided
that the firm has reliable p@ures for holding
records in microchips or el'ecu,onic form,
as
appropriate, and that these can be reproduied
without undue delay. In addition, the
company will rely on the records of a third paq,
such as a bank oi ctearing house in
respect of details of payments made by
customeo. Ho*r"r, the primary requirement
is
on the company on itself and the onus is
thus on the business to ensure that the third
pafi is willing and able to retain and, if asked
produce copies of the records
required.

tq

However, the record requirements are
the same regardless of the format in which
they
are kept or whether the transaction was undeftaken
oy paper or electronic means.
Documents held centratly must be capable
of distinguishing between the transactions
relating to different customerc and of identiffing
wtrele the transaction took place and
in

what form.

6.3

STRANDINVESTIGATION
where the company has submitted a repoft of suspicious
transaction to BEIU or where jt
is known that a customer or any kansaction is under
investigation, it should not destroy

$$$t Finance Company (Hangladesh)
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any records related to the customer or
transaction without the consent of the
BEIU or
conclusion of the Gtse even though
the five-year limit may have oeen elapsed.
To ensure
the preseruation of such records the financial
institutions should maintain a register
or
tabular records of all investigations anrd inspection
made by the investigating authority
or Bangladesh Bank and all disclosures to the BEIU.
The register should be kept
separate from other records and contain
as a minimum the foltowing details:
the date of submission and reference of the
srvsAR;
the date and nature of the enquiry;
the authority who made the enquiry investigation
and reference; and
details of the account(s) invotved.

i.
ii.
iii'
iv.

6.4

TRAINING RECORDS
The company wll aomply witr the regulations
onceming shffbaining, thqy s6all maintain
training records
_

which include:

(i)

t
:r

(ii)

the names of staff who have received the training;

(iiD

the date/duration of training;

(iv)
(v)
6.5

detairs of the content of the training programs provided;

the results of any testing earried out to measure
staffs understanding of
the requirements; and
an on-going training plan.

BRANCH IEI/EL RECORD KEEPING

To ensurc the effective monitoring and demonst?te
their compliance with the conemed
regulations, the company has toensure the
r<eeping or availability of the following

at the branch rever either in hard form or
i6r*
"r"aronL
1) Information regarding Identification
of the customer,

2) KyC information of a customer,
3) Transaction report,
4) suspicious Transaction/Activity Report generated from the branch,
5) Exception report,
6) Training record,
7) Return submitted or information provided to the Head office
authority.

6.6

records

or competent

SHARING OF RECORD/INFORMATION OF/TO
A CUSTOMER

under MLPA 2oL2, and ATA, 2009 (as amended in 2oL2),
the company will not share
account related information to investigating authority
i.e.,'ncc or percon authorized by
ACC to investigate the said cases withoui having
court order or prior approval from
Bangladesh
Bank.
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: SUSPICIOUS TRAN SACTIo N REPoRT/
sUsPIcIoUs AcTIvITY REPoRT

The final output of all compliance programs is
reporting of suspicious transaction or
reportlng of susplclous actlvlty. susplclous
Transaction R.eport (srR)

or suspiclous
Activity Report (sAR) is an excellent tool for
mitigating or minimizing the risk for the company.
so it is necessary for the safety and soundness of the
company.

7.L

DEFTNTTToN oF STR/SAR
Generally srR/sAR means a formatted report
of suspicious transactions/activities where
there are reasonable grounds to suspect that funds
are the proceeds of predicate offence
or may be linked to terrorist activity or the transactions
do
to be usual manner.
such report is to be submitted by the.orpunvio
in..orp.i.ni.rinoritiur.
In the section
of MLPA, 2012 ".ripilid; iransaction" means such transactions
?)f,lusual
which deviates from
transactions; of which there is ground to suspect
that,
roceeds of an offence,
orist activity, a terrorist group or an individuar terrorist;
s of this Act, any other transaction or attempt
of transaction

not;;,
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relates to financing for terroriim or terrorist individual
or entities. one important thing is that
the company needs not to establish uny pr*r oi oi.urr"n."
of a predicate offence; it is a
must to submit srR/sAR onry on the basis of suspicion.

7.2

OBLIGATIONS OF SUCH REPORT

As per the Money Laundering Prevention Ad.,2072,
the mmpany is obligated to submit srR/sAR
to Bansladesh

Bank, Such obligation also prevaiti ioi tne_ #'p.;t-Fin-Jnnti
rerrortsm ,Act,
2009 (as amended in 2012). other than tne regiiration,
Bangradesh Bank has also instructed
the company to submit srR/sAR through AML arcuLrs
issued by Bangladesh Bank time to
time.

7.3

REASONS FOR REPORTTNG OF STR/SAR
As discussed above, srR/sAR is very crucial for
the safety and soundness of the company.
The company wiil submit srR/sAR considering
the foilowings:

.
.

o
7.4

It is a legal requirement in Bangladesh;
It helps protect the reputation of the company;
It helps to protect the company from unfounded allegations of assisting

including terrorists;

criminals,

It helps the authorities to investigate money laundering, terrorist financing,
and other
financial crimes.

IDENTIF]ICATION AND EVALUATION SIR/SAR
Identification of srR/sAR is very crucial for the company
to mitigate the risk. Identification
of srR/sA R depends upon the detection mechanism in place
by the aompany. such suspicion
may not only at the time of transaction but also at the
time of doing Kyc and attempt to
transaction.
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7.4.1 Identification of STR/SAR:
Identification of STR/SAR may be stafted identiffing unusual transaction and activity.
Such unusual transaction may be unusual in terms of complexity of transaction,
nature of transaction, volume of transaction, time of transaction etc. Generally
the detection of unusual transactions/activities may something be sourced as
follovns:

o Comparing the l(/C profile, if any inconsistenqy is found and there
is no valid reasonable explanation.

o By monitoring customer transactions.

o By using red flag indicator.
Simply, if any transaction/activity is consistent with the provided information by
the customer can be treated as normal and expected. When such
transaction/activity is not normal and e><pected, it may treat as unusual
transaction/activity.

Information Provided in
Normal

AOF

/

Expected

Transaction

Transaction Profile
KYC Profile

Comparing

Other relevant documents

Consistent

Finding

Normal

/

Expected

Transaction
Inconsistent

Unusua

I

Tra nsaction

As discussed above, the identification of STR/SAR may be sourced from unusual
transaction or activity. In case of reporting of S[R/SA& the company will conduct the following
3 stagps:

a) Identification:
This stage is very vital for SIR/SAR reporting. Depending on s2e, need and complexity of the
company monitoring of unusual transactions may be automated, manually or both.
Monitoring mechanisms should be more rigorous in high-risk areas of an instihrtion and
supported by adequate information systems to alert management and other appropriate staff

(e.g., the compliance officer) of unusual /suspicious activity. Training of staff in the
identification of unusual /suspicious activity should always be an ongoing activity.
Considering the nature of business the company must be vigilant in lC/C and sources of
funds of the customer to identiff SIFySAR.

b)

Erraluation:
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These problerns must be in plae at brandr lqrel and c-ental.c-ompliance
Unit (ccu). After

identification

of srR/sA& at

branch level BAMLco should evaluate the

tansaction/activtty to identiff suspicion by interviewng the
customer or through any other
means' In eraluation shge concemed BAMLCO must be
tactful considering ilie upping or
provision of the acts. If BAMLco is not satisfied,
he should forward the report to ccU. After
receiving repoft from branch cCU should also evaluate
the report whether the STR/SAR
repoft should be sent to BFIU or not. At every stages of evaluation
(whether reported to
Bangladesh Bank or not) the company will keep r"*rar
with proper rnanner.

c) Disderrc:
This is the final stage and the company will submit sTR/sAR
to Bangladesh Bank if it is
still stsp'xior.rs. For simplification the flow drart gMen beloru shornrs sTR/sAR
identificauon and
reporting proedures:
Not
Suspicious

Detect Unusual
Transaction
/Activity

t

Finings

Close with
proper records

v
Suspicious

Sent to

CCU

T

Evaluate

by

CCU

Y

\l-

rindings

Close with
proper records

Repoft to BB

7,5

RISK.BASEDAPPROACH

An integrated risk-based system depends mainly on a proper assessment of the
relevant risk sectors, products, seruices, and clients and on the implementation
of
appropriate risk-focused due diligence and record-keeping. These in turn
become the foundation for monitoring and compliance mechanisms that allow
rigorous screening of high-risk areas and accounts. Without sufficient due diligence

and risk profiling of a customer, adequate monitoring for suspicious activity would
be
impossible. According to the Wolfsberg Group guidelines, a risk-based monitoring
system for the company,s clients should:
ffi ffi

ffi

'
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compare the clienfs account/transaction history
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specific proflre infonnation and a rererant peer group,
and/or

the clients account/transaction history against otuuirn"o examine
money_

o
o

laundering criteria/scenarios, in order to identiff pattems
of suspicious
activity or anornalies;
establish a process to compare customer
against risk-scoring models;

or

transaction-specific data

lrg capable of recogniZng patbms and of
-teamingE which tansactions
are normal for a dien! rather than designating
ertain tansactions

as
unusual (for example, not alt large transaction
are unusuat and rnay easily

.
o
o

be explained);

issue alerts if unusual transactions are identified;
track alefts in order to ensure they are appropriately
managed within the
company and that suspicious activity is reported
to the authorities as
required; and
maintain an audit trail for inspection by the company's
audit function and

by financial institritions superuisors.

7.6

7.7

REPORTING OF STR/SAR
Institutions enlisted as per ML PA, 2072 and ATA,
2OOg (as amended in 2012) are
obligated to submit srR/sAR to Bangladesh Bank.
such report must come to the
Bangladesh Bank from ccU of the company by
using specifled format/instruction
given by the Bangladesh Bank.

TIPPING OFF
section 6 of MLPA 2072 and FATF Recommendation
21 prohibits the company,
their directors, officers and employees from disclosing the
fact that an srR or
related information is being reported to BFIU. A risk
exists that customers could be

unintentionally tipped off when the mmpany is seeking
to peform its cDD obligation in
those circumstances. The customer's awareness
of a possible sTR or investigation
could compromise future effort to investigate the
suspected money laundering or
terrorist financing operation.

7.7.1Penalties of Tipping Off
Under section 6 of MLpA, zoLz, if any person, institution
or agent empowered
under this Act divulges any inforrnation collected, received,
retrieved or known
by the person, institution or agent during the course of employment
or

appointment, or after the expiry of any contract of servrce
or appointment for any
purpose other than the purposes of this Act
shall be punished with imprisonment
for a term not exceeding 2 (two) years or a fine not exceeding
taka 50 (fifty)
thousand or with both.

7.A

ffiffiW

*SAFE

HARBOR'PROVISIONS FOR REPORTING
Safe harbor laws encourage the company to report all suspicious
transactions by
protecting the company and employees from criminal
and civil liability when
repofting suspicious transactions in good faith to competent authorities.
In section
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(28) of M L pA, 2012 provides the safe harbor for reporting.

7.9

RED FLAGS OR INDICATORS OF STR

7'9'L Moving Customers: A customers who moves every month, particularly
if

there is nothing in that person's information suggesting
that frequent changes
in residence is normal, could be suspicious.

7'9'2 out of market windfalls: If we think

a customer who just appeared at
the company sounds too good to be true, you might be right. pay
attention to
one whose address is far from the company, especially if there is
no special reason
why we were given the business. Aren't there institutions closer
to home that could
provide the seruice? If the customer is a business,
the distance to its operations
may be an attempt to prevent you from verifying there is no
business after all.
Don't be bullied by your sales personnel who follow the "no question
asked,,

philosophy of taking in new business.

7,9.3 Suspicious Customer Behavior:
' customer has an unusual or excessively nervous demeanor,
o customer discusses your record-keeping or reporting duties with the
apparent intention of avoiding them.

o

\

'
.
o
'
'

customer threatens an employee in an effort to discourage required
recordkeeping or reporting.
Customer is reluctant to proceed with a transaction after being
told it must
be recorded.
customer appears to have a hidden agenda or behaves abnormalry,
such
as turning down the chance to obtain a higher interest rate
on a large
account balance.
Customer who is a public official opens account in the name
of a family
member who begins making large deposits not consistent
with the known
source of legitimate family income.
Customer who is a student uncharacteristically transacts large
sums of
money.
Agent, attorney or financial advisor acts for another person without proper
documentation such as a power of attorney

7.9.4 suspicious customer rdenufication circumsilanes:
' Customer furnishes unusual or suspicious identiflcation documents and ls
unwilling to provide personal data.
Customer
is unwilling to provide personal background information when
'

.
.'
,

opening an account.
customer's permanent address is outside the company,s service area,
customer asks many questions about how the company disseminates
information about the identification of a customer.
A business customer is reluctant to reveal details about the business
activities or to provide financial statements or documents about a related
business entity.

7.9.5 Suspicious Cash Transactionsl

o

Customer opens several accounts in or more names, then makes several

GSF Finance Company (Bangtadesh) Limited
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cash deposits under the reporting threshold.
Customer conducts large cash transactions at different branches
on the
same day, or orchestrates persons to do so in his/her behalf.
Corporate account has deposits and withdrawals primarily in cash
than

r
'

cheques.

7,9.6 Suspicious Non-Cash Deposits:

'

'
'
.

Customer deposits large numbers of consecutively numbered money
orders

or round figure amounts.

Customer deposits cheques and/or money orders that are not consistent
with the intent of the account or nature of business.
Funds out of the accounts are not consistent with normal business
or
personal items of the aecount holder
Funds deposited are moved quickly out of the account via payment
methods inconsistent with the established purpose of the account.

7,9.7 Suspicious Activity in Credit Transactions:
' A customer's financial statement makes representations that do not conform
to accounting principles.
customer suddenly pays off a large problem loan with no plausible
explanation of source of funds.
Customer purchases certificates of deposit and uses them as collateral
for
a loan.
7

.9.8 suspicious commercial Account Activity:
Business customer presents financiat statements noticeably different
from
those of similar businesses,
o La rge business presents fina ncia I statements that are not prepared by an

o

a

7

cco u nta nt.

.9.9 Suspicious Employee Activity:
Employee exaggerates the credentials, background or financial ability
and
resources of a customer in written reports the company requires.
Employee frequently is involved in unresolved exceptions or recurring
exceptions on exception repots.
Employee lives a lavish lifestyle that could not be supported by his/her
salary,
Employee frequently overrides internal controls or established approval
authority or circumvents policy.

'

'

'
'

7.g.LO Suspicious Activity in an EI Sefting:
Request of early encashment.
A DPS (or whatever) calling for the periodic payments in large amounts.
Lack of concern for signiflcant tax or other penalties assessed when canceling

.
.
'

i
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Ust of Abbreviations
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Anti:Nl.on-ev.

-

Laundefino/C.ilUno the nnun.ins of Tenryism

Anfl:Mgngy LaUndefjng Dgpaftment
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*
,fi
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Anti Terrorisrur ,qrj
Branch Anti-Money Laundering Compl

Bangladesh Bank

3];

Bangladesh Taka

CCU

Central Compliance Unit
Customer Due Diligence

rli-C

Counter Terrorism Comm ittee
Cash Transaction Report

ri.r I r

Financial Actions Task Force

.,trI

Fina ncia I

l

-

,F'J

-!F.l-

U

Institution

Financial Intelligence Unit

FSR.3

FATF

GPI'iL

Glotal prograrn against Money Laundering

]CR.G

lntemational c*rr*ration and Review Group
Interlationa t O5Sa nlzation of Secu riti es Co m m iss ons
Kngw YouJ Cugtomer

SVe Regional Body

i

Morrey layndefng_
I''1

LPA

Money Laundering Prevention Act
National Coordination Committee on

NCCT

OECD

Non-cooperatjng counfries a nd Tenitories
gr99!i11tion for Economic Co-operation and Devetopment

PEP

Politica ly Exposed Persons
I

Suspicious Activity Report
Suspicious Transaction Report
Terrorist Financing

TF

iansaction Profile

iTP

United Nations
UNCDC
UNSCR

i

UN

ffice

of Drugs and Gime

United Naticns sectrrity c-ouncil Resolution

